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ABSTRACT 
An upper bound solution is developed for hollow 
disk forming, where the motivational force is applied 
at the inner radius surface.  The analysis assumes 
that the disk is a Mises material, the coefficient of 
friction, m, between disk and platen is constant, and 
the disk does not bulge during deformation. 
The relative average stress to induce deformation, 
°R /c0» ^"S described as a function of disk geometry, 
friction, and external tractions.  The concept of an 
imaginary neutral radius is introduced.  The material 
flow in the analysis is compared to that exhibited by 
the flange in a deep drawing operation and observations 
are made concerning the thickening/thinning behavior 
predicted by the analysis as it relates to flange 
behavior during deep drawing operations.  The possi- 
bility of using variable hold down pressure to main- 
tain a constant flange thickness and determine friction 
values in deep drawing operations is also discussed. 
It is suggested that an upper bound analysis be 
conducted on material flow around a radius which, when 
combined with the present study, would provide an 
upper bound analysis of the deep drawing operation. 
INTRODUCTION 
The deformation of hollow disks has been studied 
on a theoretical and experimental basis by many 
authors (1-14) over the past twenty years.  Interest 
in hollow disk forming was initially generated by 
Kunogi (2,3) when he developed the ring test technique 
in the early 1950's to study friction in the laboratory 
Since then, many theoretical analyses of hollow disk 
forming have been published (1,4,6,7,11-14).  The 
first upper bound solutions were presented by Kudo 
(1,4) and involved laborious calculating tasks in 
order to arrive at an upper bound on the pressure 
required to forge a hollow disk.  It remained for 
Avitzur's analyses (6,11,14) to present the upper 
bound solution for hollow disk forging in a more- 
readily usable form. 
In all of the above-mentioned studies, the 
problem addressed was always one of compressing a 
flat, hollow disk between two parallel platens. 
However, this is only one of three possible modes 
of deforming a hollow disk; the other two being when 
the force of deformation is applied to either the 
inner radius surface or the outer radius surface of 
the hollow disk.  It was the purpose of the following 
analysis to deal with the forming of a hollow disk 
when the motivational force is applied to the inner 
radius surface.  Such a mode of deformation may be 
seen to describe certain metalforming processes such 
as the movement of the flange in deep drawing and the 
unit deforming elements involved in processes such 
as axisymmetric forging, extrusion, and impact 
extrusion. 
A schematic representation of such a metalforming 
process in the  R, 6»,Y  coordinate system is shown in 
Figure 1.  A circular hollow disk of thickness, T, 
is placed between two parallel platens, a movable 
upper platen and a stationary lower platen.  A stress, 
o , is applied by the upper platen, normal to the 
top surface of the disk.  At the inner radius, R., a 
stress, oR , is applied so that the inner radius moves Ki 
at a constant velocity, v , toward the center of 
symmetry of the disk.  At the outer radius, R~, 
another stress, on , may be applied as well.  A 
0 
corresponding velocity, U, is generated at the top 
surface of the disk, and may be either positive or 
negative depending on whether the disk thickens or 
thins during the process.  Likewise, a velocity is 
generated at the outer radius surface.  There is 
also a frictional stress, :, at the platen-disk 
interface which opposes the radial motion of the 
hollow disk. 
The stress, cD , to cause such deformation is Ri 
thus a variable dependent upon the following indepen- 
dent parameters: 
Geometry:  RJ/RQ. T/'RQ 
Friction:  m 
External Stresses: o   , oD 
y    Ro 
The stress, oR , is also a function of the pseudo- 
Ki 
independent parameter, R ; which is the radial posi- 
tion where the radial velocity component, UR, is 
zero.  This neutral radius, R , is assumed to take 
n 
on the value necessary to minimize the power required 
to deform the hollow disk once the independent 
parameters have been specified.  In this manner, R 
is dependent upon the independent parameters, and 
thus, itself, may be classified as only a pseudo- 
independent parameter.  Other assumptions made in 
this analysis are: 
- Platens are rigid bodies. 
- Constant shear factor, m, exists between disk 
and platens. 
- Disk is a Von Mises material. 
- Angular velocity components, U , are zero; i.e., 
there is no disk rotation. 
- Velocity in the  y-direction, U , varies 
linearly with the vertical distance from 
the bottom platen; i.e., there is no disk bulging. 
The problem outlined above is analyzed in the 
present paper by the upper bound approach (15) for 
four cases:  (1) RR > RQ,  (2) K±  < Rn < RQ, 
(3) 0 < R < R.^ and (4) Rn  imaginary, or  R^ _^ 0. 
For each of these four cases, the following solution 
procedure was followed: 
- A velocity field is defined from the geometry 
and boundary conditions. 
- A strain rate field is defined from the 
velocity field. 
- The internal power of deformation, frictional 
power losses, and the powers due to the external 
body tractions, o  and  aR , are computed from 
y      K0 
the strain rate field. 
- The computed powers are combined to yield the 
total power, J*, required to perform the 
deformat ion. 
- The stress,  K , required to provide the power, 
i 
J*, is derived. 
DERIVATIONS 
Only final relationships are presented in this 
section.  The mathematical treatments leading to the 
final relationships are presented in the appendices 
to this paper. 
Velocity Field 
The velocity field is defined by the geometry and 
boundary conditions of the process.  Since these do 
not change with the value of R , one velocity field 
may be defined which is kinematically admissible and 
which describes the process for all four cases listed 
above, i.e., for all values of R .  The following 
velocity field is derived in Appendix A: 
UQ   =0 
6y =T° 
IT  -   *R UR " " IT I - w 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Strain Rate Field 
Once the velocity field has been defined, the 
strain rate field may be derived via the relationships 
(11) relating strain rate and velocity, namely, 
60 
yy 
RR 
R , 1   v 
U 
u„ 
(5) 
(6) 
Substituting equations (1), (2), and (3) into equations 
(A), (5), and (6), the following strain rate field is 
derived: 
/ R \ 2 
i 
66 
= 5 
yy  T 
RR 
1L 2T 1 - n 
U 
If 1 + 
R \ 2 
nl 
TT 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Power Computations 
The derivations of the power terms are carried 
out in Appendices B, C, and D.  The internal power 
of deformation (see Appendix B) is: 
w —        ■   2 T *0URn i J 
1+3 
'.< ft)' 
.3 
1  + ; 
1+3 
^W 
1 + / 1+3 
^J 
Ri\ * /R0\ 4 
*o"i 
^i 
r«\ 
Ri\ * /Ro\ A 
> do) 
which is analogous to Avitzur's findings (11) for 
hollow disk forging.  This is not unexpected since 
the velocity and strain rate fields used in the 
present study are identical to those used by Avitzur 
(11). 
The friction power losses (see Appendix C) are: 
Wf   =- 
2»ma0URn(Rn/RQ) 
3,73   (T/RQ) < 
Ri\ 3 /Ro\ 3 
R 01 R m 
-   3 S * ft: '0! R n' (ID 
for    Ri _^ Rn <  RQ;   and, 
Wf  = 
2irmar.UR 
 u    n 
V? (T/R0) 
< 
%\ 2 RJ 
-ft; 
(12) 
8 
for all other values of  R .  Equations (11) and (12) 
are also identical to Avitzur's findings. (11). 
The powers due to the predetermined external 
body tractions, ;   and 
W 
y  o 
"0 
1 - 
(see Appendix D) are: 
'M2n (13) 
for the power supplied by the platens; and 
W0 = - :R0U"R0 
'"ft. 
(14) 
for the power supplied at the outside radius surface, 
Total Power, J* 
The total power required to deform the hollow 
disk is, then, a summation of the expressions for 
internal deformation [equation (10)], friction 
[equation (11) or (12)], and the predetermined 
external body tractions [equations (13 and (14)]. 
Thus, the equation for total power is: 
li   2f   3p   40 
where each delta (6) is replaced by either a  (+1) 
or a  (-1)  in order to impart the correct sign to 
(15) 
the respective power terms.  For the internal deforma- 
tion and friction terms, the values of  t.  and   ,; 
are chosen so that  L,W,  and t-yUr,   respectively, 
are always a positive number, indicating that this is 
power to be supplied (in the form of   B )  to deform Ki 
the disk.  For the predetermined external body trac- 
tions, the values of  s~  and  S  are chosen so that 
5~W  and  5AWQ' respectively, are  1)  positive 
when the tractions oppose the deformation process 
(and thus increase the value of the power required 
through  jR   to deform the disk); or  2) negative 
when the tractions aid the deformation process (and 
thus decrease the value of the power required through 
cR  to deform the disk). 
i 
Thus, for the values of R  such that  R. < R 
' n 1 — n 
£  R~, the expression for the total power required to 
deform the hollow disk is stated below, where equations 
(10), (11), (13), and (14) have been substituted into 
equation (15) and a common denominator has been 
factored outside the parentheses: 
10 
J* 
•   2 
0     n 
T 
1 + 3 
R.. \   2 
» ft) 
3 
1   + 
1  + 
y 1+3 S>i 
TV 
IT 
n, 
^W 
1+3 
Oj *n") 
2m(Rn/R0) 
+
    3(T/R0) <*ftr • la ■ a' 
V 
-   3 S * ft) ft (15a) 
+ y?^(^l2 
0  \   n. 
1- 
R.v   2' 
-    /T 
JR 0 
0 ft) - ■ 
For all the other values of Rn  such that  Rn > RQ 
2 
or  R  < R.  (including R^ <_ 0), the total power 
expression is: 
,2 
j*  = _ "°0
URn V ™ft7 
-   In   < 
R.\   2 1  + 
R 0/ 
1  + 
H%Tft7 
^W 
- ft) * RI ■ 
li 
2mR o RQ, 
n i ,*sl n i 1- 
Rii 
'iS2 1- "M 2 R 2    1 -1 
n 
R.. 
l 
>(15b) 
where      e.      is   equal   to     (+1)      if     R      •   R„     or     R      ;   0; 1 ^ v nO n —     * 
and      "        is   equal   to     (-1)      if     OR 
Required Stress, ; 
As mentioned above, the power to deform the 
hollow disk is supplied by the stress, oR , located 
i 
on the inside radius surface of the disk.  This power 
may be calculated in a manner analogous to that used 
to calculate the powers due to the predetermined 
external body tractions (see Appendix D); where the 
stress is multiplied by the surface area over which 
it acts times the velocity of the inside radius sur- 
face.  Thus, another expression for the total power 
required to deform the hollow disk is: 
J
* 
=
 
5s(oR.)2TrRiTv o (16) 
where, once again, 5  is chosen as positive or 
negative so as to produce a positive number for J*. 
12 
For this particular analysis, the inside radius, R = R,, 
is moving toward the center of symmetry of the disk, 
i.e., toward decreasing values of  R; and thus, the 
velocity, v , is a negative value.  The stress, 
tt , is a tensile stress and thus, by convention, 
i 
is a positive value.  Therefore, for  J*  to be 
positive, '.  must always be negative, and equation 
(16) may be rewritten: 
J* =-2rrR.Tv j_ 1  o R. 
1 
Equations (15) and (16a) may be equated and 
rearranged to yield: 
(16a) 
^   " 2rrR~Tv   -     t W W53V W 
'0 l  o 0 
(17) 
The right-hand side of equation (17) may be manipulated 
to a more easily-handled expression; this treatment 
is conducted in Appendix E and only the final results 
are presented here: 
;R, (VR0> 
o 0 /3 p 2 7irr21lBi8i+Bf8f+6P8P+6o8ol   (17a) R 0i 
where, for all values of R 
n 
13 
y 
1 + 3 
U   ,*\  u 
r 
J 1+3 
-    In 
r I 7R~TT 
(18) 
and,   for     Ri  \ Rn a RQ, 
g. 
2m(Rn/R0) 
3(T/R0)' 
R0\3   ./Ri\3/R0\3 4+[^'     + ^ \K 
-   3 
R 6 * ssi ft: 
whereas, for all other values of R , 
2mR 0 
«*)■ gf      ~3T 
and,   for all  values   of    R 
\\ 3 /Ro\ 2     . 
*5     (v   " 3 1- 
n 
(19) 
R, 
R 0, 
(19a) 
_     nr    0        / R-. \     2 gp  =v3 _jr       0 
P
 °0  TO '-ft) 
(20) 
and,   for all  values   of     R  , 
n 
a 
g0 =y^ 
R 
a 3)' -   1 (21) 
14 
It can be seen that      and  i,,. P        ° 
and the value of each delta  (t)  Is given in Table 1. 
are always  (+1) 
and  (-1), respectively, and thus may be replaced by 
these values as constants.  Similarly, for  R.   R i — n 
^ RQ, the value of  '-  is  (+1), while for all other 
values of  R , l~     is  (-1). 
Thus, for values of  R  such that  R. < R  , R~, 
' n l — n — 0* 
the expression for the relative stress,  D  n, to R.  U 
deform the hollow disk is: 
R. 
 l 
J0 
'
Rn\2 
s* 
R 
R 
n 
0- 
R.\   2 
■*5 
=; < ^W 
1+3 
R.\   4   /Rri\  4 
\^~0) R iii 
-   / n
 M R,i2     
1+/   1+3   (/) 
1 + /   1+3 
(R 0i nj 
fRi\   *   /R0\   4 
2m(Rn/RQ) R^\3     /R.\3/R«\3 
'^^^w^m) 
+ 
Ri\ /v a     /Rn\2 
15 
-   3 
R. 
R 
F 
0 
ni 
'-[< 
R 
_0     ;   /V 
o 'i\K, J 
and   for  all   other   values   of     R     'such   that 
n 
or     R R,      (including     R2       0): 
n i      v ft       n — 
n 
(17b) 
R 0 
0 
'
Rn\2 
2   #R.\Zfc1 
1*5.. 
1+3 W 
■ ^ H¥ST 
/R.\2 
0/ 
2mR 
IT °m
2 
R 
nl 
^0 
o 
a, '€ 
&'$'■> 
"     /R.\2' 
i-fe R 0/ 
-  °
R0 
c0 
R 
R~ 
0 
-1 
n 
DIFFERENTIATION 
(17c) 
The expressions for J*  [equations (15a) and 
(15b)]  may be manipulated to search for the minimum 
power required to deform the hollow disk.  Such a 
minimum will occur for a certain value of R  such 
n 
that: 
16 
•R 
n 
(22) 
In the manipulation of equation (22), it is desirable 
to explicitly define the pseudo-independent parameter, 
R , as a function of the independent process parameters, 
m, R. RQ, T RQ, 'y  0, and   R  0- In that way, the 
minimum value of the total power required to perform 
the deformation, J*, would be directly ascertained by 
simply specifying the independent process parameters. 
Such a solution would thus represent an upper bound on 
the total power required to deform the hollow disk in 
the manner specified. 
Equations (15a) and (15b) have been differentiated, 
as represented by equation (22), in Appendix F.  The 
results of this differentiation are presented below: 
w-M^m 
R.\2 
yr iRo *"<   TTT 
2mR 0 'R 
3/TT 
-2 n' R 0/ 
77W 
1 + /1+3 
i¥ • «r 
17 
[■•ft: r-fei • ■" j 
r
'W -JL _  __2 0 0 = o 
(J*)  _ . 
IT 
n W 
k)   'n< 'M2 1  + 
7TW 
H¥ 
(23) 
for  R. _" R ■'  Rn and for all other values of  R : 
,R 0) 
1 + 1+3 
2mR 0 
3/3T -ft] R] IT +1 Oj 
l - 
Ri\2' 
R 01 
i. o„ -i R 0 
o 0 'o 
= 0 (24) 
Unfortunately, it is impossible to derive an explicit 
expression for R  from equations (23) or (24) which 
will define the process parameter values that will 
produce the minimum value of J*.  Equations (23) 
and (24) must be solved by iteration, as do the 
original  J* expressions themselves [equations (15a) 
18 
and (15b) .  Thus, there is no advantage to be gained 
in computational ease by using equations (23) and (24) 
in place of equations (15a) and (15b). 
RESULTS 
Earlier, two expressions were derived defining 
the relative stress, oR /3Q» required to deform the 
hollow disk.  These expressions are of the form: 
;R 0 
0 
(25) 
where  R./RQ, mRr/T> ° /°n» and  aR /°o are the 
0 2  . independent process parameters and  (R /RQ)   is a 
pseudo-independent parameter whose value is chosen 
so as to minimize the value of  aR /°r\-     For conven- 
i 
ience, the expressions defining  oR /ofi are restated 
below.      For    R±  < Rn £ RQ: 
JK, l   _ 
a 0 
'
Ri\W 1+3 wi      ~ R 01 R n; 
-   In 
—SW 
19 
2mR 0 
TF 4 + 3' >km' 
x) +fe)(*;i 
o 
Ro\2 1- -   
Ro 3  —y 
"0 
R0\2 
nj 
-   1 
and for all other values of  R  such that 
n 
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where t,      is  ( + 1)  for  R  • R„  or  R" ■ 0; and i n    0      n -* 
1.  is  (-1)  for  0  R    R., as specified in i n    l      ' 
Table 1. 
In Figure 2, the relative stress, u , as R.  0 
defined by equations (17b) and (17c), has been plotted 
versus the pseudo-independent parameter, (R  RQ)"- 
Also plotted in Figure 2 are the components of 
u   n associated with the powers of internal R.  0 
deformation  (g .), friction losses  (gf), and external 
bod y tractions  (g   and &Q)-      The shape of the 
oR /an  curve is then simply the sum total of the 
individual power-related curves.  Figure 2 shows that 
there are two branches of the  JR /o0 curve (indeed, 
1 2 
all curves); with the asymptote being at  (R./R^) . 
That is, as the neutral radius, R   (position of 
zero radial velocity) approaches the inner radius 
surface of the hollow disk, R.  (position of pre- 
scribed radial velocity, v ); the relative stress, 
°R /Gn» to Perf°rm this deformation approaches 
infinity. 
Figure 2 also illustrates that a minimum in the 
aR /°0 curve is obtained at a specific, unique value 
i       2 
of  (R /RQ) .  In other words, there is an optimal 
2 
value of  (R /RQ)   which minimizes the value of 
21 
"j.   ().      For the conditions specified in Figure 2, 
* > 
this minimum occurs at a negative value of  (R  R.J * . 
n  0 
i 
Such a value for  (R  RQ)~  implies that the neutral 
radius, R , takes on an imaginary value.  This 
result is addressed further in the Discussion section, 
The values of the independent process parameters 
determine which branch of the   R / n  curve contains 
i 
the absolute minimum.  As Figure 3 illustrates, by 
simply varying the one independent process parameter, 
/ ~, the location of the minimum in the  J„  .-.„ y'    0' R.  0 
curve may be made to change from one branch of the 
jR /o~  curve to the other.  For the case depicted 
i 2 
in Figure 3, the value of  (R /RQ)   identifying this 
minimum is either  1) less than zero,  2) greater 
than 1.0, or  3) less than 1.0 but greater than 
y 
2 
(R./R0) ; depending on the value chosen for o  /"'n. 
The magnitude and sign of the optimal value of 
2 
(R /R/0   takes on much importance in relation to 
the thickening or thinnning behavior of the deforming 
hollow disk. 
A computer program was developed to determine, 
o 
through iteration, the optimal value of  (R /Rn) 
which minimizes the  aR /a^ expression [equations 
(17b) and (17c)j.  It is these minimum values of 
22 
R  -   which are presented in many of the following 
figures.  Actually, the analysis shows that the 
external traction, JR J~,   applied at  R~  is merely 
additive to the minimum value of  -R   „•  Thus, by 
i 
combining these terms into one expression, namely, 
L( R / :0)min -  R ^Q  ,   the number of graphical 
representations required to present the results of 
the analysis decreases. 
Therefore, in Figures 4 through 7, the expression, 
LOR /°0^min "  R /C0J' is Plotted as functions of 
friction, disk geometry, and external tractions.  The 
relative stress required to deform the hollow disk 
increases with increasing values of mR^/T; i.e., 
with increasing friction, m, and decreasing thickness 
ratio, T/R0  (Figure 4).  The relative stress also 
increases with decreasing values of R-T/RQ  (Figure 5). 
The effects of a /a*    and  aD /a~  on the relative y'   0       R/ 0 
stress are not as straight-forward and are affected 
by whether the disk is thickening or thinning during 
deformation.  If the disk is thinning, then increasing 
the value of  (o /o^ - aR /o0)  increases the value 
°f  L(aR./°(Pmin " °R /°0^; if the disk is thickening> 
then increasing the value of  (a /a~ - aR /ofi) 
23 
decreases the value of   ( D ■" - ) .  - -„  jrt 
•  R,  0'min   R0' 0 
(Figures 6 and 7). 
The optimal values of the pseudo-independent 
2 
parameter, (R RQ) , i.e., the values which yield a 
minimum for  R  "Q, are plotted as functions of 
friction, disk geometry, and external tractions in 
Figures 8 through 13.  These figures have two major 
characteristics in common.  First, they exhibit two 
branches, one each for positive and negative values 
of  (R /RQ)0 t-  Second, both positive and negative 
branches eventually approach plus and minus infinity, 
respectively.  The fact that a negative value for 
2 (R /R^)  .  exists indicates that the neutral radius v
 r\'   0' opt 
position, R , does not have to be a rational, physical 
entity; but rather, may be imaginary.  The fact that 
both branches approach plus or minus infinity at some 
asymptotic value of the parameter plotted on the 
abscissa, means that some simplification of equations 
(23) and (24) are possible.  This, in turn, leads to 
insight into the thickening/thinning behavior of the 
hollow disk. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this upper bound analysis of hollow 
disk forming are discussed in detail in the following 
sections. 
24 
Relative Average Stress,  R ■• 
The  J* expressions defining the total power 
required to deform the hollow disk were presented in 
equations (15a) and (15b).  The internal deformation 
and friction expressions are essentially the same as 
those derived by Avitzur (11) for hollow disk forging 
for the cases  R. < R ^_ RQ and  R  < R..  The only 
difference is in the latter case, where a difference 
in sign is detected.  This may be explained by the 
fact that for hollow disk forging, Avitzur assumed a 
constant negative velocity, U; while in the present 
hollow disk forming analysis, 0 was not specified 
and thus could take on a positive or negative sense. 
The overriding factor in both analyses was to assure 
a positive value for work done on the system.  When 
the  J* expressions are manipulated to yield expres- 
sions for the motivational force (be it  P/°Q ^or 
Avitzur's analysis or  aR /oQ  for the present analysis), 
i 
the value of U  is replaced by its mathematical 
expression and the signs arranged to insure the 
proper sense. 
Avitzur (11) derives an explicit expression for 
(R /RQ)  t, whereas the present analysis finds none; 
25 
despite the fact that the  J*  expressions are essen- 
tially identical.  This is also attributable to t In- 
difference in  0  values.  For Avitzur's hollow disk 
forging analysis, U  is a constant and therefore does 
not enter into the differentiation with respect to 
R , which leads to Avitzur's explicit expression. 
However, in the present analysis of hollow disk forming, 
• 
U  is not a constant, but rather a function of many 
independent process variables, as well as the pseudo- 
independent process parameter, R .  From equation 
(E.22a) of Appendix E, the expression for  U  is 
restated below: 
U 2R.T 1 
o   (R -R. ) v
 n  i' 
(26) 
To obtain a dimensionless expression, the numerator 
2 
and denominator are divided by  Rn: 0' 
U_ 
v 
2
 klfel 
o [.ft) 2 ft) 2" (27) 
Thus, when the derivative of J*  is taken with 
respect to R , the  U expression must be included. 
This gives rise to additional expressions which 
prevent the derivation of an explicit expression for 
26 
(R  Rr»)  .•  Th^ most that can be accomplished are v
 n  O'opt r 
other expressions ^equations (23) and (24)  which 
must be solved by iteration as do the relative stress 
expressions and thus provide no advantage in ease of 
solution. 
When the relative stress expressions ^equations 
(17b) and (17c)  are solved for their minima, the 
results may be plotted as shown in Figures 4 through 
7.  The results for hollow disk forming illustrated 
in Figures 4 and 5 show the same trend as the results 
of Avitzur (11) for hollow disk forging.  The motiva- 
tional stress increases with increasing values of 
mRfVT and decreasing values of  R./R„.  These 
results are as expected since increasing the coef- 
ficient of friction, m and decreasing the thickness 
ratio, T/RQ  tend to increase the power required to 
overcome friction.  The effect of RJ/RQ  is also 
as expected, for decreasing  R./R~  increases the 
surface area over which the friction acts.  In addi- 
tion, R./RQ may be thought of in terms of a reduc- 
tion ratio as in, for example, a cup drawing operation 
where  R.  is half the punch diameter and  R~  is 
half the blank diameter.  The smaller R./R0  is, 
the larger percent reduction in blank diameter there 
27 
is, thereby requiring an increase in the internal 
power of deformation, and, thereby, an increase in 
the motivational stress to perform the deformation. 
Figures 6 and 7 may be explained by considering 
whether the external tractions are aiding or opposing 
the material flow pattern.  Such aiding or opposing 
behavior may be ascertained by calculating the 
velocity of an external surface and then comparing 
the direction of that velocity with the direction of 
the applied stress at the particular surface.  Equa- 
tion (27) may be used to calculate the velocity of 
the upper surface of the disk, i.e., for  y = T. 
The corresponding velocity of the other surface where 
an external traction is acting, i.e., for R = RQ, 
may be derived from one of the equations describing 
the velocity field: 
/R \2" 
IT  -  UR UR  "IT 1 - 
n (3) 
which, for R = RQ becomes: 
U Rl R = R 
URQ 
~2T 
o ■ • & (28) 
Substituting from equation (2 7) for U, the following 
expression is obtained for  UR  at  R = R0, relative 
to the prescribed negative velocity, v  at  R = R.: 
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yi'-iy2 U
R _   B" r*iR i "J—nrm R=R0 
^^l    \*0J 
(29) 
Equations (2 7) and (129) may thus be used to 
describe the different material flow patterns existing 
2 
for any value of  (R R~)  ..  A summary of this 3 v
 n  0 opt J 
information is presented in Table 2, and may be 
utilized to explain Figures 6 and 7.  When the disk 
2 2 is thickening, (R /R^)  _  is less than  (R./R^)   and &
' 
v
 x\'    0 opt v l  0' 
the movement of  R„  is radially inward (Table 2).  Thus, 
by increasing  J /a~  (pulling upward) or decreasing 
oR /on  (pushing radially inward) the material flow K0 
pattern is aided and the motivational stress required 
to deform the hollow disk is expected to decrease. 
Such changes in the external tractions increase the 
value of the term  (o /o~ - aD /a-.)  and therefore, v
 y' 0   RJ   0' ' 
decrease the value of  [(oR /oQ) .  - oR /^Q]> as 
shown in Figures 6 and 7.  In addition, the value of 
(dr. /°rd   •       alone is decreased, as would be expected v
 R.' 0 rain r 
from the foregoing discussion. 
The behavior when the disk is thinning is more 
complex because  RQ may either move radially inward 
or outward during the deformation (Table 2).  Figures 
6 and 7 show that the term  [(oD /oJ .  - oD /o~\ u
 
v
 K.' u min   Kv u 
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decreases when the value of       „ -  ,.   ..   is 
- y  0    R   0 
decreased.  However, the value of  ( „  ■ ■ ) .   alone v
 R,  0 mm 
may either decrease or increase, depending on whether 
0  or   R   0' *s cnan8et^.  Once again, the 
behavior is related to whether the external traction 
is aiding or opposing the material flow pattern 
dictated by the optimal value of the pseudo-indepen- 
2 dent process parameter, (R / Rn) . 
It should be noted that the relative motivational 
stress, (JD /■:n)   .   , for the present hollow disk 
' 
v
 R.7 0 rain' r 
forming analysis must remain less than 1 in order to 
prevent tensile failure of the hollow disk; whereas 
for Avitzur's hollow disk forging analysis, the 
relative motivational stress, p/oQ,   must be greater 
than  1  to initiate material flow.  This observation 
will be discussed further in the next section dealing 
with the position of the neutral radius. 
/ 
Neutral Radius, R /Rn 
 
}
  n  0 
The position of the pseudo-independent process 
parameter is a function of the independent process 
parameters, m, T/RQ, R./R^, O /OQ, and  oR /oQ.  In 
actuality, the pseudo-independent process parameter 
has been chosen as  (R /RQ)   in order to explore 
30 
A 
regions other than -« ^ R^ _; +».  This decision was 
made after mistakenly observing that the optimal values 
of Rn always fell in the regions  R, £ R £ RQ and 
Rn > RQ, but never in the regions  0 < R < R.  or 
Rn <^ 0; a situation which dictated, through equation (27), 
that the only mode of deformation for the hollow disk 
was one of thinning (discussed in some detail on pages 
35-38). 
One reason for such apparent behavior of the optimal 
value of R  was that R  always appeared in the J* 
expressions raised to an even power, thereby cancelling 
any negative signs.  This essentially made the J* vs. R 
curve symmetric about R ■ 0.  It was then recognized 
2 
that imaginery values of R , where  (R /RQ) £ 0, lead 
to a kinematically admissible velocity field, and are 
therefore legitimate.  This range of  (Rn/RQ) £ 0 also 
leads to thickening of the disk. 
Another reason for the apparent behavior of the 
optimal value of R  was related to the nature of the 
J* vs. R  curve.  The derivative of this curve with 
n 
respect to R  at R = 0 (See Appendix G) is: 
n 
/Rj\2       2mRQ 
^"
1
"W   +Vfr 
dJ* r n Wra-lffi) a0 R0 '0 
(30) 
This equation shows that the slope of the J* vs. R 
n 
curve at R » 0 is positive except for large values 
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of the term      -  -  D  -  .  In fact, with friction 
• y  0   RQ  0 
at zero, the slope becomes zero at  R  =0  only when 
n -  D   ~   becomes equal to one; a situation 
• y  u   Ko  u 
which is equivalent to performing an entirely different 
mode of deformation than the one being analyzed.  That 
is, the motivational force is not  JR /cQt   but rather 
the external tractions, c  /-~ and  JD /;ft.  When y  0       RQ  0 
friction is not zero, the situation worsens and the 
term, ' o - j~ - .^ /c^l, must be larger than one to 
provide a minimum in the  J*  curve between  R  =0 r
n 
and  R  = R..  In either case, the minimization pro- 
n   l ' K 
cess breaks down and  (oD /crt) .   goes to minus in- v
 R.' Crmm  ° 
finity as  (R )  .  goes to  R.. J v
 n opt  &        l 
2 
Therefore, (R /RQ)   was selected as the pseudo- 
independent process parameter whose value would be 
chosen to minimize the value of J*  (or  oR /<JQ). 
2 In addition to the positive domain of  (R /RQ) , 
the negative domain may be explored; and the negative 
2 
domain of  (R /RQ)   does, in fact, reveal the exis- 
tence of minima in the  aR /o0 curve.  The corollary 
i 
to such a finding is that the neutral radius, R /R0, 
becomes imaginary. However, the existence of an 
imaginary neutral radius does not invalidate the 
analysis; for the only stipulation placed on R  was 
32 
chat the radial velocity be zero at  R .  The fact 
n 
that  R   is imaginary causes no more problem than 
the fact that  R  may also lie outisde the physical 
dimensions of the hollow disk  (R   R.  or  R  • R,A). n   i      n   U 
This holds, not only for the present analysis of 
hollow disk forming, but for the previous analyses of 
hollow disk forging (1,4,6,11,14) as well. 
The optimal value of the pseudo-independent 
2 parameter, (R / R~)  _, is plotted as a function of r
       ' 
v
 x\'    0 opt    v 
friction, disk geometry, and external tractions in 
Figures 8 through 13.  As  mR~/T  increases; i.e., 
larger coefficient of friction, m, or smaller thick- 
2 
ness ratio, T/RQ; (R /RQ)    moves from a negative 
value to minus infinity, whereupon any additional in- 
crease in mR^/T moves  (R /RQ)  t  to plus infinity 
and then to smaller positive numbers (see Figures 8 
and 9).  Further increases in mR^/T eventually move 
the neutral radius to a position within the physical 
boundaries of the hollow disk.  Decreasing values of 
R./R0  (see Figures 10 and 11), and decreasing values 
of  [o /o0 - oR /OQ]  (see Figures 12 and 13), have 
the same effect as increasing values of mR^/T. 
Behavior of Outer Radius Position, R 0 
The relationship defining the movement of the 
33 
outer radius position, R„, has already been derived in 
a previous section of the discussion  see equation (29) 
This equation indicates that the movement of  R.  is 
dependent upon  R, R„  and  (R  R^) ; and since 
2 (R  RQ)   is dependent upon the independent process 
parameters, UD,      is also a function of all the 
RR=R0 
independent process parameters. 
In Figure 14, the behavior of  RQ  is plotted as 
2 
specified as per equation (29); the other variables, 
a function of  (R /R^)  _.  Only  R. R~ need be v
 n  O'opt     J        r 0 
mR^/T, a  /J0> and  JR /o0, are incorporated in the 
value of  (Wopf  At values of  ^VVopt  lesS 
2 than  (R./R.0 , R~ moves radially inward at a high 
velocity; at  R  = R., this velocity approaches 
2 
infinity.  As  (R /R^)  .  moves toward minus infinity. J v
 n' U opt J' 
the inward velocity of R„ drops to the asymptotic 
value of R./RQ.  As  (R /RQ)    changes to plus 
infinity and then decreases toward smaller positive 
values, the inward velocity decreases until, at 
(R /R~)  .  equal to one, the radial motion of  R~ v
 n' O'opt 0 
2 
stops.  Further decreases in  (R /R0) t     place the 
neutral radius within the physical boundaries of the 
hollow disk, and as such, cause the outside radius 
position, Rfi, to move radially outward at an 
34 
2 increasing velocity.  As  (R  R~)  „  approaches r>       /       v n  0 opt   r » 
(R. RQ)*"  from the positive region, the radially 
outward velocity of  R„  approaches infinity. 
The relative velocity of  R~  is plotted as a 
function of friction, disk geometry, and external 
tractions in Figures 15 through 20.  As  mR^ T 
increases, i.e., larger coefficient of friction, m, 
or smaller thickness ratio, T fU, the velocity at 
RQ changes from radially inward to radially outward 
(see Figures 15 and 16).  Decreasing values of R.7RQ 
(see Figures 17 and 18) and decreasing values of 
[a  /oQ - oR /GQ]     (see Figures 19 and 20) have the 
same effect as increasing values of mR^/T.  In each 
case, i.e., larger mRo/T, and smaller RJ/RQ or 
£ °y/°0 " °R /a01; the effect is to move  (Rn/R0>opt 
to a position within the physical boundaries of the 
hollow disk, thereby changing the motion of  RQ 
from radially inward to radially outward. 
Thickening/Thinning Behavior of Disk 
One of the characteristics of the pseudo-indepen- 
dent parameter curves in Figures 8 through 13 is the 
2 
tendency for  (Rn/*Wo t  to aPProach plus or minus 
infinity at some specific value of the parameter 
35 
plotted on the abscissa.  The importance of an infinite 
value for the pseudo-independent parameter is the 
resulting effect this has on the velocity of the top 
surface of the disk, U.  This velocity has been 
derived earlier and is restated below: 
U_ 
v 
2
 IT  *5, O' 
o 
s)   to 
(27) 
At infinite values of  (R /R^) , the velocity of the v
 n' 0  ' J 
top surface of tne disk becomes zero, i.e., the disk 
remains at a constant thickness during the deformation. 
This is shown graphically in Figure 21, where  11/v 
2 
is plotted as a function of  (R /R~)  . .  From r v
 n' Cr opt 
equation (27) and Figure 21, it is seen that for 
2 2 positive values of  (R /RQ)  f  greater than  (R./R„) , 
U/v  is always positive, dictating that the disk 
thin during deformation.  Conversely, for values of 
2 2 
(Rn/RC.)opt  less than  (Ri/Ro) » including negative 
values; U/v  is always negative dictating that the 
disk thicken during deformation  (v  has been assumed 
to be negative). 
The relative velocity of the top surface of the 
disk, U/v , is plotted as a function of friction, disk 
geometry, and external tractions in Figures 22 through 
36 
27.  As  mR(> T  increases, i.e., larger coefficient of 
friction, m, or smaller thickness ratio, T RQ, the disk 
changes from a thickening to a thinning mode of defor- 
mation (see Figures 22 and 23).  Decreasing values of 
R, RQ  (see Figures 24 and 25) and decreasing values 
of   J / ■„ - jR / 0J  (see Figures 26 and 27) also 
* 0 
cause the disk to change from a thickening to a thin- 
ning mode of deformation.  For each of the independent 
is to change  (R /R^)  .  from a negative value to a 
°   
v
 n
x
 0 opt ° 
process parameter changes described above, the effect 
2 
>P« 
positive value (see Figures 8 through 13).  This is 
2 
achieved as  (R /Rr,) _     approaches minus infinity v
 n' 0 opt   rr J 
and then switches to positive infinity, forcing the 
velocity, U, to go to zero in the process. 
Constant Disk Thickness 
When the optimal value of the pseudo-independent 
2 
parameter, (R /RQ)  t» is plus or minus infinity, 
some simplification results in the search for the 
minimum value of  oR /°r\-      In Appendix F, the deriva- 
tive with respect to R  of the J* expression was 
taken to search for an explicit expression for 
2 
(Rn/R0)  ..  The resulting expression [equation (24)] 
37 
is evaluated in Appendix H for the case of  (R  R„) rr v
 n  0 opt 
approaching infinity.  The result is presented below: 
0 
"0 
0 
2mRQ Ri\ 
-•crit 
2k)+l 
l - 
^) 
W'-& 
(31) 
Equation (31) explicitly defines a "critical" value of 
the external traction terms as a function of friction 
and disk geometry.  This critical value of the external 
2 
traction terms identifies the conditions for  (R /Rrt) v
 n' 0 opt 
being infinite, and thus by equation (27), the condi- 
tions for  U being zero; i.e., the conditions for 
maintaining a constant disk thickness during deforma- 
tion of the hollow disk. 
Applications of the Hollow Disk Forming 
Analysis to Deep Drawing 
The ability to prescribe the conditions necessary 
for maintaining a constant disk thickness is important 
in a raetalforming operation such as the deep drawing 
of a cup where uniformity of the cup sidewall is a 
desirable characteristic.  In as much as the present 
analysis simulates the metal flow behavior of the 
38 
flange in deep drawing, equation (31) may be used lo 
prescribe the necessary blank hold-down pressure 
(through     Q)  to maintain a constant flange thick- 
ness during such an operation. 
In Figure 28, [ Jy/:Q -  R  0jcrit  iS Plotted as 
a function of mR^, T, for varying values of  R./RQ. 
For example, if  RJ/RQ =0.6, T/R0 = 0.025, and the 
assumed value for friction, m = 0.01; then mRjT 
would equal 0.4.  Using Figure 28, for  RJ/RQ =0.6 
and  mR^/T = 0.4, the value of the external traction 
terra,  a /c~ - -D /o^}      ..  is  -0.250.  At this value 
for the external traction  term, the flange thickness 
is expected to remain constant, at least at the 
beginning of the deformation.  At values larger than 
-0.250, i.e., more positive values, the flange is 
expected to thin, as indicated by the shading on the 
curves for varying values of R./RQ. 
Figure 28 may also be used to explain a fre- 
quently-noted phenomenon in cup drawing operations: 
that of the resulting sidewall of the cup being thinner 
than the original material thickness near the base of 
the cup, and thicker than the original material thick- 
ness near the top of the cup (16-18).  For example,' 
a 40% drawing reduction may be taken by reducing a 
39 
blank of radius, 69.85 mm, to a cup of radius 41.91 mm. 
If the material is 0.349 mm thick and the assumed value 
for friction, m, is 0.01, then raRvy T  is calculated 
as 2.0.  Using Figure 28, for mRQ T =2.0 and 
R^RQ « 0.6, the value for  L y, Q -     R^   0 crit     t» 
maintain constant flange thickness is  +0.1.  Now, in 
cup drawing, the stress at  R = RQ, i.e.,  R /-"0, is 
zero and  : /-Q is imparted by means of a blank 
holder which compresses the blank.  But Figure 28 
indicates that a positive, tensile stress,  • / • Q> is 
required on the blank to maintain a constant flange 
thickness, while the actual cup drawing operation 
utilizes a negative, compressive stress.  Such a 
negative stress may be located in Figure 28 at some 
point below the +0.1 value required for maintaining 
constant flange thickness.  Since this value falls 
below the curve for R./RQ = 0.6, the resulting 
deformation leads to thinning of the flange.  As the 
drawing operation continues, R~ continues to decrease, 
increasing R^/Ro anc* decreasing mRo/T.  At some 
point, the prescribed blank holder stress, o /o0, 
becomes greater (more positive) than the critical 
stress  (Ltfy/a0 ' aR /a0^crit dictated by Figure 28) 
40 
required to maintain a constant flange thickness. 
From that point until the end of the drawing opera- 
tion, the flange thickens. 
Figure 28 may also be used to extract the 
"critical1' external traction profile required to 
maintain a constant flange thickness throughout the 
entire drawing operation.  This is accomplished by 
first identifying the initial conditions of geometry 
and friction, which lead to values for ^i/^o and 
mR^y'T.  For example, if we let  R. = 41.91 mm and 
RQ = 69.85 mm such that R-JAQ = 0.6; and if 
T = 0.326 mm and m = 0.007, such that  mR^T = 1.5; 
then the starting point on Figure 28 is approximately 
-0.015 on the ordinate.  That is, [a /an  - aD /o^l L
 y'    U   K,y UJcrit 
must equal  -0.015  to maintain constant flange thick- 
ness at the start of the drawing operation.  The 
drawing operation is now followed as  RQ decreases 
in small increments.  After each increment, R./^n 
and mRjy/T are recomputed, the new values of which 
may be used to define new "critical" values for the 
external traction terra to continue to maintain a con- 
stant flange thickness.  To continue with the present 
example, the value of  [a /an - aR /an]  ..  changes 
41 
to  -0.185 at  Rt R0 = 0.7; to  -0.332  at  R{ RQ - 
0.8; to -0.461  at  R^ RQ = 0.9; to  -0.577 at 
Ri R0 = 1,°  ^the end of the draw)-  Tne results of 
such an analysis for a number of different starting 
conditions are presented in Figure 28 as "constant 
thickness contour1' lines which run generally from the 
upper right to the lower left corner of the figure. 
Thus, after identifying the starting point on Figure 28 
from the initial conditions, a path parallel to one 
of these constant thickness contour lines may be 
followed, thereby yielding the values of  [ o / ~ 
- On /ortl  . _  necessary to maintain a constant flange FL/ Ojcnt J & 
thickness throughout the entire drawing operation. 
The "critical" values of the external traction 
term necessary to maintain a constant flange thickness 
in the previous example may be converted to loads, P, 
required of the upper platen to produce such external 
traction stresses through the following relationship: 
= 5—j- (32^ y
  irCRg-RJ) 
Rearranging, 
P = TT(R£-R?)O (33) 
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p = ,2 n2, K
  o *V 0  o 
P = rrR' 
.*?. -1 0 
A load parameter term may be defined as 
TTR 
P  
1  
10 
R0\ 2 
-1 -1 
°0 
(iia) 
(33b) 
(34) 
This load parameter term is plotted in Figure 29 
as a function of the position of the outer radius 
surface, R0, for varying values of friction, m. 
Figure 29 shows that, as the drawing operation proceeds, 
and  R0 decreases toward  R., the load parameter 
value required to maintain a constant flange thickness 
first decreases (becomes increasingly compressive), 
then approaches zero.  By assuming a value for oQ 
of 175 N/mra , the actual load, P, applied by the 
upper platen may be plotted instead of the load 
parameter.  This change is incorporated in Figure 30, 
where, by convention, the load, P, applied by the 
upper platen, although compressive in nature, is 
plotted as a positive value.  As  R0 decreases 
toward R., the applied load, P, increases to a maxi- 
mum, then decreases to a final value of zero at 
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R ~  R..  By choosing the appropriate values of  R() 
and  m, the applied load as a function of  R()  (or 
punch stroke) to maintain a constant flange thickness 
may be identified for any drawing reduction and 
R. = 41.91 mm.  For other values of  R. , other curves 
analogous to Figure 30 would have to be generated. 
Application of the Hollow Disk Forming Analysis 
to the Determination of the Coefficient of Friction, m 
The example discussed in the previous section may 
also offer possibilities in evaluating the coefficient 
of friction, m, existing in deep drawing operations. 
By specifying the geometry of the blank, the values 
for R./RQ and  RQ/T are known.  Assume, for example, 
that  R. = 41.91 mm, so that Figure 30 may used for 
illustration, and that  RQ = 64.01 mm and  T = 
0.326 mm.  If friction, m, is assumed to be 0.01, 
then the load as a function of Rfi is specified by 
that curve on Figure 30.  The blank, then, may be 
drawn so that  RQ changes from R« = 64.01 mm  to, 
say, R~ = 60.00 mm; while the load, P, as specified by 
Figure 30, is varied from 0 to 92 kN.  The drawing 
operation is then stopped and the flange thickness 
measured.  If the flange has thickened, then the load 
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profile specified by the  rn =0.01 curve lies below 
the actual load profile curve required to maintain a 
constant flange thickness, and, therefore, the actual 
friction value is less than 0.01.  If, on the other 
hand, the flange has thinned, then the load profile 
specified by the  m =0.01 curve lies above the actual 
load profile curve required to maintain a constant 
flange thickness, and, therefore, the actual friction 
value is greater than 0.01.  In either case, another 
load profile curve may then be selected more closely 
related to the actual friction value and the experiment 
repeated until the desired accuracy is attained for 
the coefficient of friction. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The upper bound approach has been used to 
analyze hollow disk forming, a deformation process 
similar to hollow disk forging, except for the 
motivational force.  In this respect, the present 
study represents the first upper bound analysis of 
the deformation of a hollow disk where the motiva- 
tional force is applied at the inner radius surface. 
The present analysis also introduces the novel idea 
of an imaginary neutral radius (location of zero 
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radial velocity) as an aid in identifying the minimum 
power required to deform the hollow disk.  In as much 
as hollow disk forming approximates the behavior of 
the flange in a deep drawing operation, the following 
conclusions may be stated, regarding the present upper 
bound analysis. 
1. Hold-down pressures may be prescribed as a func- 
tion of punch stroke to maintain constant flange 
thickness during a deep drawing operation. 
2. The thickness profile of the sidewall of a deep- 
drawn cup may be explained. 
3. Possibilities exist for determining the value of 
the coefficient of friction during a deep drawing 
operation. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
1. Complete the upper bound analysis of hollow disk 
forming by treating the case where the motiva- 
tional force is applied at the outer radius 
surface. 
2. Introduce mechanical property anisotropy and strain 
hardening behavior into the upper bound analysis 
to provide a more realistic treatment of hollow 
disk forming. 
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Incorporate the present upper bound analysis, as 
it pertains to the flange in deep drawing, with 
another upper bound analysis of material flow 
around a radius to obtain a complete upper bound 
analysis of the deep drawing operation. 
Develop a lower bound solution for deep drawing. 
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•i •f 8P •o 
»n " Ro ♦ 1 -1 ♦1 - 1 
», 5 R, ! Ro +1 + 1 ♦1 - 1 
0   <   R„ <   Rt -1 -1 + 1 -1 
| *„*« o +1 
-
1 
+1 -1 
Table 1.  Values of coefficients in expression for 
relative stress, aR /oQ, to deform a hollow 
disk for various ranges of R . 
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APPENDIX A 
Development of Kinematica1ly Admissible Veloci ty Field 
It has been assumed that there is no bulging of 
the disk, i.e., the angular velocity, U>t, is zero for 
all planes normal to the axis of symmetry of the disk. 
Such an assumption gives rise to the first velocity 
component, namely: 
Ue = 0 (A.1) 
It has also been assumed that the velocity in the 
y-direction varies linearly with the vertical dis- 
tance from the bottom platen.  This can be stated 
mathematically, as: 
Uy = $ U (A. 2) 
We can surmise that the third velocity component is a 
function of both  R and  y, and may be represented by: 
UR = UR(R,y) (A.3) 
• 
In order to explicitly define  UR, we first 
incorporate the velocity components into expressions 
defining strain rates, which, in the cylindrical 
coordinate system, are (11): 
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UR 
RK ^ ~~T? (A'4) 
TT + lH-y (A. 5) 
u 
(A. 6) 
yy  "y 
Substituting equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) into 
equations (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6); we obtain: 
(A.4) 
(A.5a) 
(A. 6a) 
The volume constancy principle states: 
Substituting equations (A.4), (A.5a) and (A.6a)  into 
equation (A.7), 
We can replace the first two terms of equation (A.8) and 
obtain, 
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• 
- 
^
UR 
pR 
= R 
£ 
yy 
= 
U 
T 
Equation   (A.9)   may   be   rearranged   to  yield: 
(RUR)   =  -   Jj!  RR (A. 10) 
Integrating both sides, 
(RUR) =      - £  R R (A. 11) 
- R=0    i 
or 
RUR = - ~ ^ R
2
 + B (A.12) 
where  B  is a constant of integration.  Restating 
equation (A.12), 
"R 
=
 ' 7 T R + I (A'13) 
We may evaluate  B by employing the boundary condition: 
UR;     = 0 (A.14) 
n 
Thus, equation (A.13) becomes 
VR-R ~-^
R
"
+k (A'13a) 
n 
or 
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o -  i v  R + L_ 0
 ~ ' 7 T Rn  IT 
n 
Thus, B  is defined as: 
• ? 
, UR 
B _ 1  n B
 " 2 ~T" 
(A. 13b) 
(A.15) 
Substituting for B  in equation (A.13) 
II!       1  !T r 
'R 
• R1 U R , 1 U % (A.16) 
We  may  now   fully  define   the  kinematically admissible 
velocity  field as: 
ue  =0 
y     T 
u   = - ^ UR 2T 
Rn\2' Mx 
(A.l) 
(A. 2) 
(A. 17) 
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APPENDIX B 
Calculation of Internal Power of Deformation, W. 
The relationship for calculating the internal 
power of deformation, W,, is given by Avitzur (11) as 
wi'7§ 
r 
o    J 
'1; r. 
i ~ir ij dV (B.l) 
The strain rate components to be substituted in equation 
(B.l) where developed earlier in the text, and are 
repeated here for convenience: 
RR 
66 
yy 
u 
TT 
_u 
2T 
l + 
R \2 
R \2" 1
 - l-i 
u 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
Substituting into equation (B.l) 
i.-io0     r 1
   yi  ° ^v ^RR>2+^ee>2+-Ky>2 dV (B.5) 
2a 
W,   = 
o   r l/u2 
yr Wl i+ ¥ ?X *? / *2 l/lT 4r 1- R \2 R 
ffl 
(B.6) 
dV 
Factoring out a common denominator: 
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w 0 •2        / 1   IT       /    1 
J-vy  7^y i 
Expanding   terms: 
'      R     2l ■<-*> J ** R     2 i-(-g) 
TT 
+ 1   «.JV 
(B. 7) 
2 s, 
wi -fTv^A 1+2 H{>  + Hf>    ^ l-2(-|)   + (-$) + £(4)dV 
(B.8) 
Simplifying: 
W _
2ao r u 
i , I - v^T/ 
R    4     1 
2+2(-g)   +4 dV (B.9) 
2a 
wi"7I 
o r  u 
yj ^VN/2T 1+JC 
dV 
•      _ 2aQ     f    ^J 
i        n      Jv     2T 
,  R   A 
l+j(-g)        dV 
1 T       o v 
,   R    4 
l^Hf)        dV 
(B.10) 
(B.ll) 
(B.12) 
The  differential  volume  element   for a  hollow  disk  is 
dV  = 2rrR(dR)T (B.13) 
Substituting equation (B.13) into equation (B.12): 
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w. = 
-^nU(2rT) r R=R 0 0 
* R=Rt    y 
R / 1 
. R 4 1 / n, 
+-}(-$)   dR (B.14) 
To clear the fraction under the square root sign, we 
can multiply and divide by /R : 
Mt   = 2no0U 
rR=RQ 
' R=R, 
, R 4 
1+J<-R>  dR (B.15) 
l      0 
r R~Ro 
u
 R=R. l 
R4 + 1 R4 « 3 n  R (B.16) 
Now let  x = R .  Then  dx = 2RdR  or 
dR = dx IK (B.17) 
so that 
dR _ dx  _. dx 
R
  2R7  2x 
(B.18) 
Substituting equation (B.18) into (B.16) and sub- 
2 
stituting x  for  R , we obtain: 
Wi 2naJj  I u
 J 
R=R 
R=R, 
0   / ^       l R4  dx 
3  n  2x (B.19) 
R=R, 
• rK=Ko 
0
 
JR=R, 
1 D4 , 7 dx 
•*• R + x — 3  n       x (B.20) 
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yr~"7 7 rJ 
a -x —, whe 
1    2 
a - -~ R .  Upon integrating, equation (B.20) 
re 
becomes: 
W        =    fT i        r 
r R 
--o» j y^K - ^ «-< 
n
 + /x24 R4  1 3     n 
R=R 0 
R=R. l 
(B.21) 
Replacing     x     with     R' 
Wi  - '°oU< 
/D4 . 1D4 n   f 
/O^. V 2. N 
R -f-i-R    + -j* J n      yJ 
_l2 > 
R=R 0 
(B.22) 
R=R 
»i - *°o" /Ro+ K - /Ri+ K 
R* 
/3 
>T~OT   .   Rn 
(B.23) 
R2    ^ 
RI + 4R    + -^ / R7 + 4R    + 0
    
3
 
n
   7? - in/  L    ;n   *re 2 12 R 0 R, 
Combining the ^logarithmic terms 
Wt   = rro0U, /RYTIR
7
 - /R4 + * R4 - fa /    0       3n/i       Jn       /T /? 
R 2   N 
.J/!i|2/Ro^Rn+yf n
 
a
 RJ   / -4 , L4 . ^ /  / 
/       l       3  n 
> 
 n 
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(B.24) 
R' 
n Factor out the  —-  from within the parentheses: 
T 
W.    =  r :nV n 0U "TS Rz   L 
n 
rz—rr     r~z—IT 
J  R0 + T*n  - J Ri   + 7Rn 
-    lv\> \k]m Ryr^ + 1 ^ > 
n 
_ __ 
1  + Tn +  l 
(B.25) 
Simplifying: 
R n W.   =  rro^U -£< 
°\/r fl^ 
/R.\4 3k) + * 
, R.\2 
XV 
^T— 
W77*1 
(B.26) 
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APPENDIX C 
Calculation of Friction Power Losses, Wf 
The relationship for calculating friction power 
losses, W,., is given by Avitzur (11) as: 
Wf " 
r 
T -v dS (CD 
where  T  is assumed equal to raaft v 7; .,v  is the 
velocity differential across surfaces of velocity 
discontinuity, which for our case, are the disk 
contacting the platens; and  ds  equals the differen- 
tial surface area over which friction acts, which for 
the hollow disk, is twice the quantity, 2rcRdR. 
Since the platens are stationary with respect 
to motion in the  R-direction, the velocity differ- 
ential, Av, is simply equal to UR, which has been 
shown, in Appendix A, to be equal to: 
IT  -  UR UR " " 7r 
R™ 2 i- (-g) (C2) 
Substituting for the appropriate values in equation 
(C.1), we obtain: 
mo, 
w    =  r   —° f
   ^R yi 
UR 
7T 
R     2 
2'2rrRdR (C3) 
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For  Kt ^ Rn ^ RQ 
Equation (C.3) may be integrated for the case 
in the following manner: of
  
Ri - Rn ^ R0 
Wf = 
r R-Rn  maQ 0R 
R=R 7f~ TF 
R  2 
-AnRdR 
f R~Ro   ^o OR 
;R=R   v 3  2T 
n 
R  2 
•4*RdR (C4) 
The integral of equation (C.3) has been divided into 
two integrals in equation (C.4) because the metal 
flow in the hollow disk is in opposite directions when 
the neutral radius, R , is located between  R.  and 
R .  The two integrals of equation (C.4) are presented 
in such a manner as to yield positive quantities for 
the friction power losses, independent of the direction 
of metal flow, since friction is always positive work 
which must be overcome. 
Restating equation (C.4): 
R=R 
W, 
Wf - 
4rrraa0U 
2 TITO ojO 
yiT 
r n R2 
R=R, 
R  2 
l-<-jf> dR R=R, J
 R=R 
- f ^^ R= 
n 
R  " 
i-(-g)2 dR • 
(C5) 
r R=R. 
R=R 
R=R, 
n
 (R2-R2)dR - r LX  "°(R2-R2)dR 
JR=R l n 
(C6) 
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Integrating, we obtain: 
3 
f
   . TT 
0   R=R 
R2R)    n (R3 RnR), 
,
R
-
Ro 
R=R 
n 
2nm v»U  R     -l 
wf = 2-;< " - R3 
R3 i 2 
-4 + RZR.) 3 n i 
(C. 7) 
0 
" 
(
"7 " RnR0 " ~T 
R- 
^ + V (C.8) 
Combining terms: 
2rrmJnU   , 2R3 . 
W,   = £- J-^S -   2R3 f             /-r^         3 n 
S/Tr    . J 
3 
Factoring  out     -R„/3: 
R3       R3 
-4"  -T +  RnRi  + RnR0(   (C'9) 
2TrmonUR3   r / R, \ 3     /Rn\3 
W     = 0_J1  J-2+6+ f
 VTT        I ft)' -fir -•(%)- "ft) r- 
Simplifying: 
wf =- 
2irmoQUR 
3/TT •wrav 
+ 
R^WRQI 
R0/\Rni 
R 0' 
n( 
> 
Dividing numerator and denominator by 
. o R. 
'0URn% 
R 0' 
Wf =- 
(C 11) 
V3(f-) Ko 
- 3 
3ft) (C.12) 
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which is valid for Ri  ^ RQ £ Rn- 
For  R  • Rn or  R   R,  (including  R2 ; 0) nu      niv       &  n -* 
For all other values of  R , a slightly differ- n      o       . 
ent expression is obtained by integrating equation 
(C.3): 
4irma0U     p R=R 
2, TT J R=R 
W, '°     R2 
R     2 
dR (C 13) 
2frma^U      r R=R 
u     =   
£      V'7T 
£   r K0(R2-R2; Jn_n        v n' R=R. 
l 
( "- ")dR (C 14) 
Integrating,   we  obtain 
2rrmanU 
W     = ii_ 
f
        /IT 
\ -   R2R 3 n 
R=R 0 
R=R. 
(C 15) 
Substituting   for     R, 
2irmanU W     = _ f
    yiT 
rR3 R3 
T "   RnR0 "  ~T + RnRi (C.16) 
Factoring out  R /3: 
Restating: 
a Ri1 n< >    (C17) 
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w\ 
2vmcA)R^R 0 n n 
X TT 
v0 
n/ 
'!l)J/"0\3 .  3 
,*o.J I*J 
V 
R 
k^Oi 
Ife) r* 
n/ 
(C.18) 
Dividing numerator and denominator by  Rfi: 
 -*-  ' f 
\ °i 
^ i*;. 
Ro\ 
n/ 
(C19) 
Multiplying through by  R /R~ and rearranging, we 
obtain: 
W     = Wf 
2frmor.UR U    n < ftf -ft)W 
\ 
-   3 R Oi 
> (C20) 
which is valid for all  R  greater than RQ or le ss 
than R., including  R  less than zero. 
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APPENDIX D 
Calculation of Powers Associated with 
External Body Tractions, _•  and  B y 22 
An expression has been derived in the literature 
(15) defining the power associated with external body 
tractions: 
r 
WQ . = '   T.v.dS (D.l) ext j Q   1 l v   ' 
bt 
where  T. = applied stress 
v. = velocity at which the traction is applied 
S  = surface area over which the traction acts 
External Body Traction, a 
For the external power supplied by the platens, 
equation (D.l) becomes: 
f R=Ro   • P R=R0 W = /   u a  U(2rrR)dR + /   u a  (0)2irRdR  (D.2) 
p
  
JR=R.   y JR=R.   y 
for upper and lower platens, respectively.  Integrat- 
ing, we obtain 
2 IR=R0 W  = a  U^RZ   ° (D.2a) 
P
   
y
    'R=R1 
or 
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2  n2, 
D V V    0        i' (D.2b) 
Simplifying, 
W  = 
P >
Ro (D.2c) 
External Body Traction, JR 
0 
For the external body traction, op , applied at 
the outside radius surface of the disk, equation (D.1) 
becomes: 
pT=T 
W0 = /     °R 
 
J
 T=0  0 
Integrating,   we  obtain, 
U. R R«=R QJ 
•2rrR0dT (D.3) 
W0  =  °R 0 
U R R=R 
The  expression  for    U R 
(3)   of  the  text. 
0 
R=R 
• 2rrR0T (D.3a) 
is  obtained  from equation 
0 
II     -       m UR  " "  7T 
R   \  2' l
-H (D.A) 
which, for R = Rn, becomes 0' 
U R R=R 0 
™0 
~2T 
R \2" l
'\t (D.4a) 
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Substituting equation (D.Aa) into equation (D.3a), 
we obtain, 
UR 
W 0 0 R0-TT i - 
Rn\2 
To! •2rR0T 
Simplifying, 
"o ■ - * """o M
2
' 
(0.5) 
(D.5a) 
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APPENDIX E 
Simplification of Equation Defining Ri  0 
Equation (17) from the text defines R,     0 as 
such: 
'R 
ZTTR^TVQOQ     li     2   f     3p    4  0' (E.l) 0 
where, for all values of R : 
n 
6,W.   =   6,1 TIIO^UR2 ri ^I/°°UK"U ^sr-.^HW 
-1 ■m 
—K^-S 
R.,2     1+/1+3r n 
1 +   /1+3 ^ 
4
 
Ro 4 
IT:    IT 0 n 
>        (E.2) 
63Wp   =   h3OyW20 
"ft)' 
(E.3) 
54W0  =   54°R0UTrR0 
R \ 2" 
Mi9 (E.4) 
The friction power terra, W^, is expressed by two 
different equations, depending on the value of R^, 
such that, for R. < R < Rn: l — n — u 
n
J
99 
C*% W c 
2rm:JjR3 
 0    n >m>m 
-   3 ?>k)& 
whereas, for all other values of R 
n 
(E.5) 
°2wf 
• 2 
 0_ n Ri\3 lRo\2 
X); IT 
- 3 1 - 
.*5) (E.5a) 
and the  6's  are +1  depending on whether the terms 
are related to powers which aid or hinder the deforma- 
tion of the hollow disk. 
From each of equations (E.2) through (E.5a), a 
common expression may be factored out to yield, for 
all  values   of    R  : 
n 
6iwi Jl   °   n < H¥ HOT 
-   lr\ < h\2 R
o 
i + 1+3 5^ R 
ni 
■-HOT (E.2) 
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3   p 4 ;X •   /Rn\2 1
 4K) iK0/ (E.6) 
.'        W •> l40 •\ -nUR
2 
0    n vT 
!2 
o •'€ -   1 (E. 7) 
and   for     R.        R     '  R~: i ~    n -1    0 
w2  f —] JnUR2 v '7   °   n 
^) 
-(Wft: 
0, 
a $ fRol (E.8) 
but,   for all   other  values   of    R  : 
* n 
62Wf   =   62 
-   3 
,73-   °   n 
■ ■ fti 
WOT 
(E.8a) 
We may now incorporate the above power expres- 
sions in a new form, such that, in general: 
EW = 5 
Therefore, 
:*«< 
g (E.9) 
5lWi " 51 —I °nUR 8- (E.10) 
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3   p \V 7 ^    nUR
2 
0    n g, (E. ID 
%   0 4 T     °     n g 0 (E.12) 
p u 
2   f —) :nUR2 g< (E.13) 
where,   for  all  values   of     R 
n 
g. 
v> 
H¥ 1+3 Ri\4/Ro\4 0/ ^ 
-   fn 
,Ri\2 
,*5 
1+7
 H*f 
1+/1+3te)M 
(E.14) 
a     / R~\ 2 
1- '
Ri\2 
TO 
(E.15) 
g0 =/3 a 2 o sr -1 (E.16) 
and,   for    Rt <  Rn < RQ: 
2m 
8f' 
Fol 
ra 
-(Wfi)3 
-   3 
fl «) 
(E.17) 
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but, for all other values of R n 
2mR 
*f 
0 
TT 
Ro\2 
n/ SAW -   3 1- R, \0l (E. 17a) J 
Equations (E.14) through (E.17a) are expressions 
(18) through (21), respectively, in the text.  Thus, 
equation (E.1) may be restated as: 
'0 2TrRiTv0o0 A*** (5lgi+62gf 
+ 63g +64g0) (E.18) 
where equations (E.10) through (E.13) have been 
substituted for the power terms, and the common term 
has been factored out.  Equation (E.18) may be 
simplified to: 
a 0 
_^_   jjj   (Blgi+628f+63gp+W (E.18a) 
We may now determine a relationship between the velocity 
of the upper platen, U, as a function of the velocity 
of the inside radius surface  UR at  R = R., by return- 
ing to the velocity field developed in Appendix A. 
Restating equation (3) of the text: 
U R 
UR 
IT 1- 
rR \2 
n 
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(E.19) 
x     R ■ R,, this expression becomes: 
U, 
R=R i 
1- '
R
n\2' (E.20) 
J 
But the radial velocity, UR, at the inside radius sur- 
face has been predetermined as  v~.  Therefore, 
/R \2 
'0 ~2T 1- fti (E.21) 
Solving for  U/vn, 0' 
0  R, 
2T 
■/R \2 n k-1 
(E.22) 
Mu ltiplying the denominator and numerator by R., 
U 2RtT 
X"3 v0  (RJ-RJ) 
Equation (E.22a) can be substituted into equation 
(E.18a)  to yield: 
(E.22a) 
l 
R' 
°o      yrcR1^" (5igi+628f+63VW 
Multiplying through by negative one and thereby 
creating new  5's: 
(E.23) 
a R, R^ 
J0 yr<4^ (W¥f+WW 
104 
(E.23a) 
We can now divide the numerator and denominator by 
2 
R0  to yield a dimensionless expression for the rela- 
tive  stress, 0 ,   necessary  to achieve   the  deforma- 
tion  of  the  hollow  disk: 
Rn\2 
Jo n 
HR \2 /R.121 
« A 
( Vi+Ofgf+e^ +6^)        (E. 23b) 
This  expression  is   identical  to equation   (17a)   of the 
text. 
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APPENDIX F 
Calculation of the Derivative of 
J* with Respect to R 
n 
The expressions for the total power required to 
deform the hollow disk are presented in the text as 
equation (15a) and (15b).  They are reproduced below 
for convenience: 
J*  - -  -f °o™n< H5T 1+31 TOT 
-tn{ 
R.\2 1+ HIT 
1+ / 1+3 '*i\4/V4 
'0/ 
3R -BMTO
3
-
3 
,*; 
R 
*ft 
R • \ / R 01 
ni 
°    /Rn\ 
"4$ 1- Ri\2" -73 % 0 a 0 3' -1 (F.l) 
which is valid for values of R , such that R. < R 
n 1 — n 
< R_..  For all other values of R , such that R > R~ 
-^ 0                          n' n   0 
2 
or Rn < Ri  (including R^  < 0), the total power 
expression is: 
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J* 
- -^ -o™;<:ii ■•w /H3W 
-   fn r R,\A/R^\A 
1+ /   1+3 TO ra J J 
^is'-M'ft -   3 
a   /R«\2 ■" 50 R.\2" l-ti\ - fS 
1- 
'o 
Jo 
Joi 
ar - l (F.2) 
O 
where  Sj^  is equal to  (+1)  if  Rn > RQ or R^j £ 0; 
and  6,  is equal to  (-1)  if 0 < R < R..  Equations 
(F.1) and (F.2) are very similar, containing many of 
the same expressions.  In fact, the only major dif- 
ference between the equations is the term containing 
the friction parameter, m.  Thus, we can differentiate 
equation (F.2) and by simply transposing the differ- 
entiated friction terms and allowing  5-,  to equal 
(+1), we can obtain the differentiation of equation 
(F.1) as well. 
For Rn > RQ or RR < R±     (including R^ <; 0) 
Proceeding then with the differentiation of 
equation (F.2), we first substitute for U which 
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is not a constant, but rather a function of vft, T, 
R. and R as derived in Appendix E and restated 
below: 
U = 
2RiTv0 
(F.3) 
Thus, equation (F.2) becomes:  / 
n2 
J*  = 
-( U   -  v^TR.)       n 
\ n    i/_ 
<§l< 1+3 *5F 
n/ 
^W 
-   In w V 1+3ST 
-HOT 
2mRol/Ro\2 /Ri\3fRo 
-   3 
R.\2" 
^kkm) -/3 JR 0 o 0 32-' (F.4) 
We shall first treat the two square root terms and 
the logarithmic term, those associated with the 
internal power of deformation, W..  To differentiate 
these terms with respect to R , we shall apply the 
chain rule, i.e., 
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•Y 
7* 
n 
oY   .   ex 
-—       ""b 
•x    TIT (F.5) 
where 
Y 
CPT 
y 
-   ,n{ 
M3 ^WW 
,Ri\2 
1+ /  1+3 3* 
1+ /   1+3 MT (F.6) 
and 
Ro\4 
7l 
'   \KI 
Idx     or 
/R \4       , 
or
 (ig  = 7> whereby 
4R: 
n dR     = 
n 
K0 
-4RJ     0            4RJ dx n     2   _      n 
n RQ RQ ar 4R 0 ? n (F. 7) 
We can now substitute into equation (F.6) to obtain: 
Y = 6, 
yITH
 " /1+3(^fX 
(F.8) 
Differentiating Y with respect to x: 
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^ -   <j•j(l+3x)"1/2(3)   - \ MkP -1/2       ;R »4 (3)k) 
Ro\2 
1+ /l+3lwi|  x 0 
IV   l+3x 
1+/H9^ (^^(1+3x)-V2(3) 
■M  (lVH * 1+3 R.\4 -1/2 R,\4 »>R 
i
*' 
i
*
j
 0'- 
!> |   (F.9) 
By cancelling some expressions in the large fraction 
and rewriting some expressions, we can obtain: 
R.\4    >\ 
'R,\ 2 R,\2 $~v&s  M (lvrai)<3)W R.\4 
1H/
 
1+3(ft)   " "H^ 1+ /   1+3 Tqnr ^)x 
^      (F.10) 
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Canceling the Up   terms and the  1 + /l+3(R,, RQ) J 
terras in the large expression in brackets in equation 
(F.10): 
R,\4 ■ia 
ox        1    2/TT 2/1+W* 1+/I+JX 
"U ir   / 
1+ /   1+3 
TT 
*sr 2 /  1+3 ^F =T  > r   (F.iD 
Simplifying, 
dY 
^T °icvi+3x [lVi+3x][2yi+3x] 
(F.12) 
ax _ 4R We must now multiply equation (F.12) by -i^r- 
dY 
0 
n R" 
n 
to obtain 
^ 
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«Y 
IT 
n 
,   
K0 
D   —Tj1 
17—FIFT 1/ 1+3Mx. 
1 (F.13) 
We must now incorporate the coefficient within the 
AW 
brackets of equation (F.4) to obtain   i , where 
oW 
3TT 
i  -  /~^**4 ~^~«-\/c>Y \   _i_  /v\d(coefficient) /1?  ,,x 
- 
K
  (coef ficient) (r*rr-)   +  (Y)—*—My (F. 14) 
^ 
SF 
n n n 
All terms in equation (F.14) are known except for the 
partial derivative of the coefficient with respect to 
R  which can be calculated as: 
n 
2r 
I2 - 
n 
7f wRi) ra 
 5E  n 
=    - £2. a„v„TR,     • 
y? 0 0"'i 
(Rn-Ri)   2VRn(2Rn) 
(F.15) 
which  simplifies   to: 
o(coefficient)   = /     2jr  anvnTR. 2RnRj      1 (F.16) 
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We can now substitute equations (F.8), (F.13) and (F.16) 
into equation (F.14) and obtain: 
"
wi 4=   -^TR, 
>2    i 
n [T 7f -o*o"i; (^ 
"0 
n 
"0 
n 
+ T [ 1 VT^)/I+3x 
+   0, yi T3T-    /l+sf^x  -   /nJ/Ri\2-^%==.L 
; % -o".™,, 2R R
2 
n  i 
(R2-R2)2 L      v  n     1/   _ 
(F.17) 
2rra0v0TRi 
We  can  factor  out   the   term,   -  *—K— ,   and multiply 
through  to obtain  the   following  expression,   where  the 
/Ro\4 
x's     have now been replaced by      "fr~l 
lit  °0v0™i 
y?{^] 
R4 
6
 ~7 RJ 
n 
5iS 
1+3 W 
(F.18) 
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«OT* ™m 
2RiRn 1+31
 IT      + £7^ n/ (M 1+3 
TqwR^nr 
,«5I ^ 
2R?R R.\2 
(RI-RI)    HV 
1+3 *o\* 
Tl/ 
R.\4,RM4 
1+3 
^0 
0 
nj 
(F.18) 
We shall now differentiate the fourth terra in the 
parentheses of equation (F.4), the one associated 
with W£  for all values of R  other than R. < R f n l -^ n 
<^ RQ.  We shall denote this terra as  F, such that: 
F 2 "*0lI
R0]2 M3Sf-3 1^0 1- ^J (F.19) 
Taking the derivative of F with respect to R , we 
obtain: 
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n 
2   "^Ol 2R 0 2R 
n 0 n 
3   -, 
1 
T (F.20) 
Simplifylng, 
of 2  ml 
I Tj >&MW n; n/ (F.21) 
or, 
dF 
n 
Am a- "€ (F.22) 
We now must incorporate the coefficient of equation (F.4) 
dftf 
to obtain •*?*=■  , where 
oR
n 
SIT n 
(coefficient) ||- + (F) ^coefficient)  (p n) 
n n 
Substituting equations (F.16), (F.19) and (F.22) into 
equation (F.23), we can obtain: 
dWr    /  9 
^ -  I- -^ a.v.TR, 
R 
n 4m 
n yj w-i/^ rw|[irj-^ 
Ri\3 /M3' 
2 "V SMSIS'- 1- 5 R 0- 
f 2R R* 
•(- %  °0V^ • 
(F.24) 
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2      Y>v0^i Once  again,   we  can   factor  out   the   terra,   -   -m -y—m—«r-, 
.   3     fO^_D*l K-0 
and multiply through to obtain the following expression: 
«, 
"0 f        /  2n     O^i,, ,     ™. [_   4m\      Ki ,3-i 
+ < 
R0\2  /Ri\3/Ro\2 
,*n"j ^    l*n"i 1- ,*5l 
4mR R^Rf 
n 0  i 
 »—7 
3T(R^-Rp >  (F.25) 
4ml SW£  _       2„c0v0TR1 _ 
n 
r*? "?.l i 0 
IT " " F" 
n n 
4mR^ 
 n—x— 
3T(R^-Rp 
rRo     Ri 
IT "  IT "   3R0Rn + 3RiRn n n 
(F.26) 
We shall now differentiate the fifth term in the 
parentheses of equation (F.4), the one associated with 
W .  We shall denote this term as  P, such that: 
'-^(S2 1 -I Ri\2 *o") (F.2 7) 
Taking the derivative of P with respect to R , we 
n 
obtain: 
dP _   „ r*  ~y "0 
^R_ ~ " 2/3 ~ ^ 
n *- 
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n 0 R- >-kf (F.28) 
We now incorporate the coefficient of equation (F.4) 
W P to obtain -TT— , where 
n 
cWp 
n 
/       ccx   t     -\   oP       ,   /r,\   3(coefficient)     /P  onv 
=   (coefficient) -T*—    +   (P)  —* \ft        (F. 29) 
n n 
Substituting equations (F.16), (F.27), and (F.28) into 
equation (F.29), we can obtain: 
^Wp 
^n" 7T Wi) grjj) -2/T ^^/t'^li 
+ /* °y/
Ro\2 Ma* - 75 "o'o»i' 2R R. n 1 
(F.30) 
2 
(R -Rf) L.  v  n     i7 
2ira0v0TR. 
We  can  factor  out   the   term,   -  n—^  ,   and multiply 
yr(R^-Rj) 
through  to  obtain: 
I    2"0v0™i\   f^i^ 
I   ^(Rn-Ri> 
|R.\ 21 
I-'RTI 0 ^n   L    \Ro/   J 
R 2 
L(R^Rf)J 
•"* i v®\ > i
We shall now differentiate the last term in the 
parentheses of equation (F.4), the one associated 
with WQ .  We shall denote this term as  S, such 
that: 
(F.31) 
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s _2 
0 39' (F.32) 
Taking the derivative of S with respect to R , we 
obtain: 
°R  R2 
S  = ^    0 0 
"IT 
n °0 RJ 
n 
(F.33) 
We  now  incorporate   the  coefficient   of equation   (F.A)   to 
^W, 
obtain 0      ,   where 
TIT 
n 
cW 0 
nr 
n 
/   ^^ca   ,•«  «-\   <3S     _i_  /c\   ^(coefficient)   /r>  i/\ (coefficient)  -*r«— +  (S)  —*—sp    *-  (F. 34) 
n n 
Substituting equations (F.16), (F.32), and (F.33) into 
equation (F.34), we can obtain: 
cM 0 
"ST = / _ i!L a^v^TR. 
R 
n /* (M \ v? 
Ro Ro 
o o^i J £TT2"\ v ~^ ? 
(F.35) 
a 
-/* 
R 0 
'0 
'V2 
-1 
- ^ W»l 
2R R2 
n i 
(Rn-Ri>J 
2,ro0v0TRi We can factor out the term, *  *   , and multiply 
/3(R2-R2) 
through to obtain: 
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c W 0  _ 
n ^ ^0 ^ + 0 n
RjRn 
<
R
n~
Ri> 
V* !2 5o 
Ro\2 
n/ 
- 1 (F.36) 
We have now differentiated all the terms in equation 
(F.A).  We can now sura the expressions in equations 
(F.18), (F.26), (F.31), and (F.36) to obtain the 
expression for --TK— . 
n 
2TTO0V0TR1 
y?<R2-R2) Ri\^/R0\A 
Til 
R4 
6    % 
RJ 
n • 3 ia* n 
1+3 
TO HOT 
2R?R i n 
+
 RRT 1+IJ3W+2S&. o^ n £3) 
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In/ 
>K0l 
1+/ H¥ 
4m 
TTl 
+
  
3RlRn 
R2 1 
r.3 
n 
1+3; 
3-i 
R0 
IT 
n 
sir 
"AmR' 
2n   0voTRi 
L3T(R^-R^)J 
r-R3 R3 Ro i 
F~  " IT 
n n 
3RnR 0 n 
2tro0v0TRi 
VT(R2-R2) 
-V** 
R2 0 
*0    ^ 
1- 
RM2 
*o7 
 5 2~ (RZ-Rt) 
4 'R_o   R; :0 
0       n 
R?R 
1- 
^) 
2ffC0v0TRi" 
v^(Rn-R?)( 
R, VT^       0+ in ^^ 
^     
Rn       \(Rn-R2)' 0 *€ -1 (F.3 7) 
We can set  equation (F.3 7) equal to zero and try to 
solve for an explicit expression defining a minimum for 
J*.  Our first simplifying steps will be to divide 
through by the common multiplying factor for each term 
/2Tra0v0TR.\ 
of  equation   (F.37),   namely,        -  *—*—     .      In addi- 
l^(Rn-Ri>/ 
tion, we can divide through by 2R  and define some 
terms to make the handling of equation (F.37) easier. 
Let us identify the frequently-appearing square root 
terms thusly, 
120 
H?r o (F.38) 
HSH5*-1 (F.39) 
Equation (F.3 7) may now be simplified to: 
"IT 
n 
1 T T w +
 (1+0X0) ' (l+TXI) 
-   R?   - 
LK- HfCP-D 
r R2   -I 
In 
R,\2 
0  \/R.        Rrv\     /2mR, 2m\/    i 0 1,/        i 
3T|[^ " 7? + - m; 
a M 
rRo     R3i 
> 
Z
       RZ/     \3T(R-R.)/    RZ       RZ 
n n/      \      v  n     i' / <-   n n 
-   3RQ + 3R. 
o    / Rn\ 2 
^ 3 fc) i - Ri\2 "■2 (R2-R A n     ] "3 ft)' -ft)' 
+ /3 X> /^o\2 t 77 °Ro 
0  \   n 0 
2   -i R 
l 
TZ1 (R -Rf) S)'-' 0     (F.40) 
Using the relationships for 0 and  I  [equations 
(F.38) and (F.39)], we notice that: 
or 
"
2
 *
l
 
+
 
3fif 
0*1> - 3 (^ 
(F.41) 
(F.42) 
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Likewise, 
1   +  3 
TO' 
R^A/RMA 
or 
<■"-" • '(TO 
(F.43) 
(F.44) 
Equations (F.42) and (F.44) may be substituted in the 
first four terras of equation (F.40): 
n 
A'-^r1 + *■ i1} + TCTTT^T " a+ijH) 
-   R?   - 
1 
<*-T> + £7T2 
,2     -, 
103 /n 
2mf3i       ^ 
iRn       R' 
2mR 
+ 
3T<Rn-Ri>/   LRn      Rn 
Ri\2  1+0 
,*3  ™ 
n
 
Ro  Ri 
77 ' 71 " 3Ro + 3R1 
a   /R,,\2 
■•(fe)J r
R?
 i a   /RM2 • ^ SKI 
+ /T 
JR 0 
'0 
'^
2
+y7°Ro   Ri 
Til 
TTT. 
°0  (RJ-RJ) 3'- 
-(Si)2 
= 0   (F.45) 
We may deal with only the first four terms of 
equation (F.45) for the present.  These terms may be 
simplified by combining the terms involving ft    into 
one expression, and doing the same for the terms 
involving  I: 
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>2. (0-1)   .   (P' -1) 
-
w
--^ 
+
 tr+syfoy = ^ + ^fiW 
0 p 
=
 ^ + fl + 1 15 
=  -0  +   1 (F.46) 
(I*-l) (I  -1) (i+i)(i> 
1
 -i    ^-^^t1) 
i^-i    i-i 
i*    i    i , i 
" T " T      I 
= 1-1 (F.47) 
Th aj* e simplified expression for  w  is now: 
n 
J n 
R 2   -, -R2    - 
<n '^i\ 
2
  1+0 
(RJ   i+t 
v
 n n 
2mR 
3T(R2-R2)/   R^       R^ v
  n     i/'L-   n n 
R0      Ri 
—-K - —TJT -   3R^-j + 3R. 
- - «
2 
i- 
PR?    - a  /Rn\2 R.\2 X
-^J 
a R, -R?    - 
°olRn/ ^        °o|i^ 
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r
'^-> 
= 0       (F.48) 
The   first   three   terms   of   equation   (F.48)   can  be   further 
simplified   as   follows: 
R' 
I   -   0 - 
ifiRM 
(0-1)   =   I   -   0 + 
.2     -, 
tiffl 
d-0) 
=   (1-0) 
R 2      -, 
1 + 
\ n     i/_ 
=   (1-0) 
2     2     2., R -RT+Rt   1 
n     l     i 
L     \ n     1/   _ 
R2      - 
n 
Equation   (F.48)   now simplifies   to: 
(1-0) 
SIT ~ 5fl 
^-R2  - 
rHaCi-0) + 
R 2     -, 
/n 
R,\2 
3 .     /       2 J
 *     /2mRz 
£   & 
_j 
^"?       R^j    \3T(R2-R2)i 
R0       "I 
i- n n 
(F.49) 
-   3RQ + 3Ri 
-^18' i- Rt\2 R OJ -R2 [tf^* - ^ o„   |R„\2 0  \lxn 1- ■IMZ1 TO 
+ y?^o   ,'^2+yjJo 
°o \Ki 0  (R -Rt) 
/R0\2 
TO \iri -
1 = 0     (F.50) 
2   „2- Now, multiply through by  (Rn"Ri)  and obtain 
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n 
,R*(I-0>+RJ   tn\fe)2  l 2m TT RrRo 
Ri ^ KtRo 
Rz Rz 
n n   -> 
2mR' 
"TT 
R3 
n n 
3RQ + 3R 
r 
■7 -*• R2 v
       o    ° 
Ri\2 M^ Mili^ 0 J3 1 1- 
■Rt\2 
Pol J 
*■'% ft)' 
1- 
Ri\2 
TO 
+ v7 
R 
-2      R2 
~       O 0       U 
vl M;WR2     ^o 
°0  \Rn/        x °0 
Ri 
'RQ\2 
TT 
i   n, 
-1 = 0     (F.51) 
Canceling some   terms,   we  have: 
n I. 
Ri\2   1+0" 
TO TFT 
2ra 
3T R,   -   R 
R?       R2R3_I 
—_ + —»_ 
Rz Rz 
n n   -J 
2mRj 
IT 
n£ R? 0 1 
L-   n R
z 
n 
3RQ + 3Rt 
0 
a 
°0 
R 0 HW + y* R ag  <«> = 0 (F.52) 
Now,   dividing by     R,,   we  obtain: 
125 
1*    /R \2 Ri\2 i 
R3 R3 - Kl ^ K0 
i? R7 
n n _J 
, 2m 
+
 IT 
<- 3     3 
R0  Ri 
^7 " ^7 -3Ro+3Ri 
i- n   n 
2m 
^kf 
•s 
^ 
i- 
Rt\2 
+ ,T 
R 3' - 1 « 0 (F.53) 
The first term of equation (F.53) can be further simpli- 
fied as follows: 
!R  \2 
i*l) (1"0) 
/R \2 k (I) - fR   \2 
^(SW Ro/   \Rn^ 
(F.54) 
(F.54a) 
;«' 
1+3 
ra* ar 1+3 2T (F.54b) 
sr =      /R.\4" 5T -   ;fc0\4" 1+3K (F.54c) 
RT"- ¥^Rr (F.54d) 
OT3 iSOTT (F.54e) 
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y^WW W '■/ft \4  i .^l +3 (F.54f) 
,1 ST nR,\A o) + ?k T7*n \Kil /R  \< (F.54g) 
•'(tf/ra^-fei1 rrT) 1 + mi (F.54h) 
^@/W-fl'» TTT7 M) (F.541) 
Rn\2 
.*! ^)  +^k) ^ (F.54J) 
We now substitute equation (F.54j) into equation (F.53) 
and obtain: 
R~\2 
c>J*  _   -   j PT       0 
Ro)   +3\Ro) 
T /R \4 1+*w 
+  /n 
Ri\2   1+0 
,
Ro/     1+I 
)       Ira 
r "  3T 
R3 0 
l 
R.       R 3  -, 
R„  -  —*- - —j + —o 
Rz       R 
n n -i 
,   2ra + yj 
Ro 
u    n 
R? 1 
n 
3RQ + 3R. •-W /R.\2 
+ y* 
R 0 
;0 ar • ■ = o (F.55) 
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Combining   some   terms,   we   obtain: 
•J* 
IT n „*r w ,/R \4 1 + W 
+   fn 
Ri   2   1+0 
*5 T+T 
2tn 
-2Ri+3RQ 
R3  - 0 
i J 
-,T^2 
0   \*ii 
1- 
-RM2 
+ .'7 
R a2 = 0     (F.56) 
Now 
1 /Ri\2 
, multiplying through by "7j \w~\   , we obtain: 
oJ* _ . 
dR~ ~ ^ 
n ^)  + Hfe) 
. /R \4 1
 
+
 *M 
/Ri\2 '!il2 I±M 
0) 1+1 
2m Ri\2 
3/3"T \R0i 
-2Ri+3RQ 
R3 n 0 
~7 
R- , i -■ 
o 
_ JL 
°0 -(53' JR + 0 Jo -ftl' = 0 (F.57) 
Simplifying,   we  have: 
dJ*  _   R Ro)   +3Wol '
TW 
.<JW2» 
>/ 7    R 0/ 
Ri\2  1+0 
R^j     T+t 2m 3/7T 
"    R3 R2 
-2-i + 3^i -   R 0 
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1- 
_J *0 
R 
= 0 (F.58) 
We can further simplify the term relating to friction 
to obtain: 
IT 
n 
'
Ri\*   .   l/Rn\* 1     + 
-MW* 
Ri\2 i±e 2mR 0 
\TT 
-21 
Ri\3 
R 01 
*« 
1- 
Ri\2 
°0 
R 
_0 
:0 
= 0 (F.59) 
The term involving friction has, within the brackets, a 
/Ri\ cubic expression in  (ir~j-  This cubic can be factored 
as   follows: 
fR_. \ 3 fR.\2 
- 
!ra *!KI •' • -e 3-1 
•ft)* ■ 
or, multiplying both sides by negative one: 
(F.60) 
or 
-■ftW-' 
•«(a«(s-' 
r   /R, 
l- 
,*s 
i- 
Rii 
r
-ftr 
'R, 
-■few (F.61) 
2K)+1 (F.62) 
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Substituting equation (F.62) into equation (F.59), we 
•J* r 
n 
obtain a final expression for -^p- = 0  for  R  • R„ 
' R n   0 
or 
n 
Ri  (including  R < 0).  The terms for 0 
and  1 in the logarithmic term have been replaced also, 
as per equations (F.38) and (F.39): 
4) +^k) 77W 
R.\2 
1 »'H§* 
R 0i 
1+ /   1+3 sir 
2mR 0 
3/TT M R 2l^+1 R, \2" '■{t, —y _ °o R 0 0 
(F.63) 
0 
As can be seen, it is impossible to separate  R  from 
the other parameters in order to have an explicit 
expression for R  which identifies the minimum value r
n 
of  J*.  Equation (F.63) has to be solved by iteration 
so there is no advantage in using this equation over 
the  J* equation developed in the text. 
For R. < R < R^ 
 1 -* n -^ 0 
In order to calculate the derivative of J* with 
respect to R  for R^ _, R <_ RQ  [equation (F.l)], we 
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simply need to deal with the different friction term, 
as all other terms of equation (F.1) are identical to 
those of equation (F.2), with  J,  equal to  +1.  Thus, 
we may redefine the friction term, F, for values of 
R  such that  R. 
n l. n -* 
R 
: R 0" 
,.1.^1^1^15.1'., 
T" (T'R0) 
« TO TO 
'
Ri\/Ro' 
3 
Taking the derivative of  F with respect to  R 
(F.64) 
oF 
TIT 
~   mR 2       n 
n 
+
 
4V \   n 
Simplifying,   we   obtain: 
3F     _ 2my 
n ■>mkr*m>M%: 
jw1.. R 
ni ft) * K 
Combining terms, we obtain: 
(F.65) 
(F.66) 
dF 
3E 
n 
2m 
IT -2 a1 -2 a1 + 4 (F.67) 
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Simplifying further, we obtain: 
•F 
n 
(I1T) kf 
.%)• 
- 2 (F.68) 
We can incorporate the coefficient and its derivative, 
equation (F.16) along with equations (F.64) and (F.68) 
•W, 
to obtain according to equation (F.23): 
n 
•W -2rr -0v0TR1 
n ^~)m^\ R 2   _ n (~3T^ >m-' 
2  
m<Rn/Ro> 
+T    (T/R0) 
^ 
2ro0v0TR. 
MW 
v
 2     -, 
"
2RnRi     " 
i   n/   \   n, 
(R2-R2)2 L v   n     1/    J 
(F.69) 
Simplifying, we obtain: 
oW, -2TTO0V^TR.\ , , 0 0  i\ ; -4m 
8R 
n  \yT(R2-R2) 
_2 _ 
4m 
IT 
3T 
R0  Ri     2 
IT + fT -  2R„ 
n   n 
R' 
\ n  1/ 
3   3 
2   R0   Ri 4RZ + ~ + ~ - 3RnR -3R.R n  R   R     0 n   l n 
n   n 
(F. 70) 
We can now sum equations (F.18), (F.31), (F.36), and 
(F. 70)  to obtain an expression for -^—.  The common <3J* SET" n 
multiplying  factor  for all   four  equations, 
-2TroQV0TR. 
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has been factored out to the front: 
R6 
n ,*J) 
1+ /1+3 
OT ■«OT 
'
2RiRn1 pea Li n     i/_ -ft)4 - 
-2R2Rn 
IR^J H¥l¥ 
2R?R - 
+       L n 
^IRJ 
M*i+/ H?T 
1+ /   1+3 
TO 
1^0 +h     2R2" l3TlRn      Rn " 
M 
-R2 
1 
L(^J 
3 3 R R ~ 
4Rn + IT + IT '   3RoV3RiRn 
n n 
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0  Rn 
2l 
1- 
.*3J 
.CTJ 2.7 -X 
R2 r 0 
0  n 
1- 
l_ ■ *5. 
+ 2,7 0 
0 
*0 + 
n 
R2R i n O .2 
Ro\2 
-1 
> 
(F. 71) 
Equation (F.71) is equivalent to equation (F.37), 
except for the friction terras.  Therefore, if we 
manipulate equation (F. 71) in the same manner as we 
did equation (F.37), we will obtain the same final 
oR~ expression for as equation (F.63) except, of 
n 
course, for the friction term.  Thus, all we need to 
do to obtain the final expression for o J* 
<R 
n 
for 
R. „ R < R~  is to perform the same mathematical l — n -*• 0       v 
operations on the friction term of equation (F.71) as 
we did on equation (F.37), and then substitute the 
result for the friction term in equation (F.63). 
The first step is to divide by the common multiply- 
/-2TTO0V0TR \ 
ing factor, * 15— , which does not change the 
\y3(R^-R2) / 
friction term of equation (F.71), hereafter denoted 
as  FT: 
134 
FT '-4m] 
1Tf| 
Ro + 
Ri 
IT + F~ 
n    n 
2R' 
n 
~  R2 - l 
—5—T~ 
5Rn-Rl>. 
2    0    1 4Rn + !T + IT 
n   n 
3R0Rn 3R.R i n (F.72) 
Now, dividing by  2R : 
°  -    n 
FT = -2ml 
rR3 R3 Q K± 
R^ R^ 
^ n n 
2R 
n 
2mR i  
L3T(R^-RJ)J 
R0  Ri 4R + -~ + -i - 3Rn - 3R 
n
  R7  R7    ° 
n   n 
(F.73) 
,2 „2, Now, multiplying through by  (R -R.): 
f
-2m FT =| 
~3T 
R R    R 
R3+R3-2R3  2*  i +2R R2 U  i  n   ~2   n2   n l 
n    n 
2mR2, 
R    R 
4R + -2 + -i- - 3Rn - 3R. 
n n 
(F. 74) 
Now, dividing by R.: 
FT - =§f rR0 + R   2Rn  R0  R3i + ," 
>- i inn 
R3  R3 
2m 
3T 
4R + -2 + _*. - 3Rn - 3R. n
     7  ?   ° 
n   n 
(F.75) 
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Combining terms, we have: 
FT -2m) 
"Tfj 
K0 2R- n 
7 '   3R0 2R. + 6R i     n 
1 /Ri\2 Multiplying by -± 1^1  : 
FT » -2m 
1 
3.7T, 0 
2R3   3R? 
n    l 2Ri + 6R N2 
(F. 76) 
(F. 77) 
Factoring out an  R~: 
-2mR 
FT  = 0 
VTr ^kr-w-iw-mr (F.78) 
The   term  in  the  brackets   can be   factored  to yield: 
2mR 
FT 0 
K 
n' 
3/TT 0/ 
.'R  \2     /IM2 
R, 
"
2
 *3   + l 
1+ 
TO 
> (F. 79) 
Substituting equation (F.79) for the friction term in 
equation (F.63), we obtain: 
n (Ro)   + 3\Ro) )/
 WR \4 1+
*M 
^<H24r 1+ H^r yi \Roi v0) Ri\*/V4 > 1+/   1+3 U^       K^ R Oi R n/ / 
/2mRQ\ # 
\3/3T/ 
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■ft: ^) ~M) "ftl ■ft) *' 
1 - 
Ri\2 
*5 °0 
k0 
0 
= 0 
Simplifying   further,   we   finally  obtain: 
(F.80) 
oJ* 
TIT 
n k) +w >7w 
i /v2 
VT \"o l£   
£n< 
RI\2 i+y i+3i? 
Oi 1+
 
71+3K) K i\
4/Ro\4|     U/^T/ 
R 
n 
Oi aw + HK ■SH 
48' R0 ao      a0 = 0 (F.81) 
where the value of  6,  has been set equal to  (+1)  as 
required in the original treatment of the internal power 
of deformation, W., so as to assure a positive value for 
the power spent to deform the hollow disk. 
As in the cases represented by equation (F.63), 
equation (F.81) is not an explicit relationship 
13 7 
defining  K .  Equation (F.81) must be solved by 
iteration, as does the  J*  expression itself  equation 
(F.l) ; so there is no advantage in using equation 
(F.81) over equation (F.l). 
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APPENDIX G 
Slope of  J* vs. R   Curve at  R  = 0 r
n n 
In Appendix F, the following expression was 
obtained for the derivative of  J* with respect to R : 
n 
 ,/R \4 1+
*M 
i    /R-\2 ^
1+/ i+3ST ■*^jir 
2tnR 0 
3/TT 
R. 
o, 
+1 Hic! 
R.\ 2 
i 
— i 
0. 
°o "     °0 
= 0 
> 
(G.l) 
To explore whether the slope is negative at  R  = 0, 
which would indicate a minimum in J* would be expected 
in the region ° < Rn < Ri  (since j* -* co as  R„ -* R,.), n 
the limit of equation (G.1) may be taken as  (Rn/RQ) 
approaches zero.  In this region, 5-.  equals  -1, and 
thus: 
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1 im 
/R   \ /   n 
IT" \K0 
J* 
n 
• 0 
& + .T u 1 
K - o 
,n
 < fef 
i+ ^r 
../ -i w 0/   \   ni 
2mR 0 
X/lT 1-   w± 
R.\ 11 
-I   2 
"
2ftH ■R.\2" l-\K) c0 
(G.2) 
=  0 
0 
'J 
Isolating the logarithmic term for further analysis: 
i /RiV ,  ,, . lim       -  —    -K—I      /n <   p— 
/R  \        /T   \Ko/ \K0/ 
«ii21+/ H5T 
-n^m 
R.\2 
1+ £ 
= lim  l^i)      In I 
S-° 
5 
R 
TO 
1 + 
o/ 1+ jfrAf7© 
(G.3) 
where the term /31-K—   has been factored out of both 
square root terms of the fraction.  Combining terms 
yields: 
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lim 
7 1*0 
TO f- 
TTTZT 
* /R \2  
R,\ 2 
) - ft 
t*0/ 
0 
R \ 2 
5    +.Vr 
RTTzr 1 /   n\ 
01 
TTT2~ 
,*3 
3  R 0/ 
(G.4) 
Simplifying: 
'R.\2 
}iV/i^ /n ^ 
(- R. \2   \R ^)" +yr /i +i(^14 3  R 0/ 
■$-° :«
2
-/(%rw 
V (G.5) 
Taking the limit as (R /R^j approaches zero, the 
logarithmic term becomes: 
1     /Ri\2 
" yi    \R0/ 
which  reduces   to zero. 
iV  \Ri) 
Thus,   equation   (G.2)   becomes 
(G.6) 
R_. \ 2       2mR 0 
^       
l
  "\Rol     T 3/3T 
1- '5 R Oi '5 1R +1 0) 
R.\2 
M^i °0 
R 
o 0_ 
= 0 (G. 7) 
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APPENDIX   H 
Evaluation   of       J*     R       at      (R     Rn)      = +■■• n     v n 0    — 
In Appendix F, the following expression was 
obtained for the derivative of  J* with respect to R 
n 
-J* IT 
n i< %) +?k) ^ 
,/T &' 
R.\2 
1 \ 
1+ 
'"' K H?r 
1+ /   1+3 
>/ (H.l) 
2mR 0 
3/3T -ft) 
2(%H R.\2 l-\t fx_ R 0 a 0 0 = 0 
where  5,  is equal to +1  for the cases when 
(R /RQ)2 = +°°.  Taking the limit as  (Rn/R0)2 ' 
we obtain: 
lim dJ*     = lira 
/R  \2    ^R 
RT4 
n 
R \2 
n 1 Jfc) * m 
R CW ,R 0/ 
1 + 
1/R\4 
+
 yr  TO/   in TO 
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2mR 0 
\lT 
:o 
12 
oj 
1*5 
» 0 
+1 1- 
iK0/ 
(H.2) 
The terms in parentheses may be replaced by the terms 
established in equation (F.54) of Appendix F.  We may 
then deal only with those terms: 
lim 
ft)' 
lim 
/R \2 
nl 
k) + ?M 
LR 
• cc 
HSir 
Oi 
_1   (Ri\2/V2 
" /I  TO   \*iJ 
1+3 W (H.3) 
Both terras of equation (H.3) are of the form: 
1 
J/3 x / 1+kx 
^1 (H.4) 
7 
where  x = (R /R^)   and k  is either 3  or 
n' u 
3(R./R0)4. To take the limit, utilize /'Hopital's 
Rule and take derivatives until a real limit exists: 
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x - • 
JL 
I KZ
7
* i" yi XW>KP 
/ 
+ v. 1+kx 
v7 
Simplifying, we obtain 
2 
lim  - 
X-*J 
kx' 
^/ 1+kx 
-T 
, /l+kx'2  _  ., + *   =   lim kx' 
/5 X — a 
v T v 'l+kx 
r? 
(H.5) 
+ I 
y? 
Utilizing f'Hopital's Rule again: 
2 
(H.6) 
kx' 1   _ w_       2kx7l+kx -2 lim -  1 i 11 i i,.  + —  -  lim -    *  
x-«   yiyi+kx"z   yi    x-*-   yi(-|)(-2kx) 
+i 
Simplifying,   we  obtain: 
lim ^ 1+kx 
^2" 
v^ yi    yi   yr   yr   y3 
(H. 7) 
(H.8) 
The result is independent of the value of k, and thus 
the equation (H.2) reduces to: 
lim 
(- R 
c3J* 
R  \2 
n 
^
=yl
-
yi+ife)2<n(¥ 
Oi 
2mR 0 
3yiT >-fe) '(&' 
1- M
2 
R Oi 
aR   n 
-5L .  _2 
J0 J0 
= 0 (H.9) 
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Simplifying, we obtain: 
1 im 
R \2 
n 
\*o" 
'Jl ,.2 (R02 fn/Ri\t 2tnRo Rn      vT \V        "1*0/     VTT 
(H.10) 
1- 
*o"i 
fRi) 21^1+  1 kf o Ko 'o =  0 
Isolating the external traction terms, and denoting 
them as a "critical" value defining the circumstances 
2 
under which  (R , R~)  .  is infinite, and therefore v
 n
7
 Cropt ' 
U     is   zero,   we  have: 
2mR 
o 
°0 
'0 
Jo 
0 
_ 3/3T 
-ft) 
"I   2 
crit nr .w 
.    y? \Ro)      \*ol (H.ll) 
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